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1.1 Garp and Irving

In 1942, Jenny Fields works as a nurse in the Boston Mercy Hospital, where she took care of injured soldiers from World War II. One of the soldiers, labelled a ‘goner’ by Jenny, was Technical Sergeant Garp, a pilot whose plane was shot above France. He arrived more dead than alive in Boston, where Jenny looked after him. Garp was dying, and suffering from severe brain damage, and the wounded soldier was able to do only two things while he was in the hospital: pronounce his own last name and ejaculate. Jenny wanted a baby without having “to share my body or my life to have one” (Irving, Garp 15). She was looking for “a man to make her pregnant – just that, and nothing more” (Irving, Garp 15). In the wounded pilot she found exactly what she was looking for, so “[s]he took hold of his erection and straddled him” (Irving, Garp 28). Before his son is born, Garp dies. Jenny raises her child, who she calls T.S. Garp, alone. She becomes a nurse at the Steering Academy in New Hampshire to prepare Garp’s education thoroughly. 
After Garp’s graduation from the Steering Academy, Garp and Jenny leave for Vienna, where Garp can pursue his aspirations to be writer. When they return, Garp marries Helen Holm, daughter of his former wrestling coach, after he has published his first short story “The Pension Grillparzer.” When T.S. Garp wants to publish his third work, a novel called The World According to Bensenhaver, his publisher John Wolf advises him “to read only the reviews I [Wolf] send to you [Garp]” (Irving, Garp 458). Wolf has his reasons, because he “had received various responses to the uncorrected proofs he circulated through the summer; they had all been enthusiastic responses – enthusiastically praising the book, or enthusiastically condemning it” (Irving, Garp 461). 
Wolf is trying to protect his writer from the “shitty business” (Irving, Garp 458) of promoting and selling books: “‘Take my advice,’ Wolf said. ‘I like reading the reviews,’ Garp protested. ‘Not these you won’t,’ John Wolf said” (Irving, Garp 459). Despite terrible reviews, his novel “sold and sold and sold” (Irving, Garp 491), and established his reputation as a writer. T.S. Garp dies not long after the publication of his The World According to Bensenhaver, and he could never accomplish plans for fourth novel My Father’s Illusions. 

When John Irving published his fourth novel, called The World According to Garp, he was a young, promising, but relatively unknown author. The novel about Garp would firmly establish his reputation as a literary best-selling author. The book not only sold more than 120,000 hardcover copies and over three million paperbacks (Davis and Womack 1), ‘Garp’ became “a household word” (Campbell 71). R.Z. Sheppard called the hype surrounding Irving’s novel, especially in the early 1980’s, “Garpomania” (“Life into Art” 18). Irving received the prestigious American Book Award for The World According to Garp, and the novel allowed him to become a full-time writer. After the success of Garp, Irving wrote another seven novels including famous titles as The Cider House Rules and A Prayer for Owen Meany. 
T.S. Garp is, of course, the main character in John Irving’s The World According to Garp, and his novel The World According to Bensenhaver only exists of the first chapter printed in Irving’s bestseller. The terrible reviews that Wolf hides for Garp are as fictional as the characters in the novel, although there are many autobiographical traces in Garp leading to John Irving. James Atlas, book reviewer for The New York Times, remarked in his review on The Hotel New Hampshire that “Irving is a conscientious writer; like Garp, who was always brooding over his reviews, his audience and his artistic integrity” (7.1).  Ironically, the mixed, but sometimes harsh, criticism The World According to Bensenhaver receives, is also similar to the reactions Irving’s novels receive. In this paper, I will look at the critical response to Irving’s work, and the development of these critiques throughout his writing career. 


1.2 Reviews, Reviewing and Reviewers

It is very difficult to establish rules by which to judge the quality of a work of fiction. Why is a novel ‘entertaining,’ ‘a good read,’ ‘boring,’ ‘nice,’ or ‘nothing special’? These feelings are often highly personal, and can be difficult to substantiate with valid arguments. However, some generally accepted criteria help to form and validate a judgement on the quality of a novel. Nico Kussendrager and Dick van der Lugt, two experienced journalists and teachers in journalism, have written a guideline for writing a good journalistic review in their Basic Book on Journalism (Basisboek Journalistiek, my translation). Beside the personal, emotional side of the review, the reviewer can use moral-, intentional-, renewal-, and realistic arguments to substantiate their judgement (291). However, stylistic and structural arguments are the most important criteria to judge a work of fiction (291). Moreover, the reviewers must have good background knowledge to place the novel in the correct context, and validate their judgement with the arguments mentioned above (290). Finally, the two authors stress the importance of objectivity, because obviously a reviewer should not be led by frustration or feelings of revenge (291). 
	Academics have also set criteria for reviewing books and studying literature. The theories on aesthetics and literary criticism are very elaborate, and are beyond the scope of this thesis. I will restrict myself by mentioning only a few general criteria, designed to evaluate the more traditional, Dickensian or Picaresque, novel. Most critics agree that the study or criticism of literature entails “at least implicit acts of evaluation” (Rosebury 240). A few standard factors in this evaluation are unity of the work (the singleness of vision in both intuitive statements and the whole text), intensity of the novel (the sharpness or focus of the text, the capability to penetrate and the sensibility or fineness of the novel), and the complexity of the composition (Cook 302-04, Souvage 29-30, Rosebury 241). The evaluation, according to Rosebury can take place “at the level of small-scale conceptions (‘language’) as well as at the level of large-scale conceptions (‘plot’, ‘theme’, and so on)” (160-61). Furthermore, Rosebury points out that since people vary, their responses to a novel vary as well. A reviewer should consider this when commenting on the book (240). However, a critic should not hesitate to include personal or disputable things in his judgement on a novel. As long as he supplies valid arguments, these opinions can be ground for fruitful discussions of the work. (Rosebury 147, 161)
My personal criteria to judge a book, the standards I find important when I read a fictional book, are mainly based on the quality of structure, style, and theme. They are very similar to the standard criteria used in journalism and academic criticism. I believe a book should have an attractive plot. The plot must keep the story going, it should therefore be intricate, interesting, and surprising. As Rosebury correctly points out, the complexity of a composition is what makes the reading experience complex and varied (241). The characters of the novel should be convincing and complex. As a reader you have to relate to them, get emotionally involved. Besides the overall structure of the novel, the characters, and the plot, style can also provide pace. It helps when a novel contains humour, strong dialogues and situations, and a powerful writing style. Too much or bad punctuation, untidy and overlong sentences, and meaningless details, have a negative influence on the text’s quality, as far as I am concerned. Finally, the theme or themes of a novel must be interesting, for example, when they are socially engaged. Moreover, the big picture has to make sense, and style, characters, plot, and themes must form a coherent novel.
I realise that these criteria are, to some extent, personal. Moreover, norms should also highly depend on the type of book you are reviewing. A post-modernist writer, like, for example, Thomas Pynchon, will not meet many of these standards, but that does not make him a bad writer. The norms I have suggested above, I believe, are applicable to John Irving’s novels, who writes much more in the style of the traditional Dickensian novel. 




1.3 Irving’s critical reception

John Irving is a best-selling American author, who is read and reviewed by critics, journalists, students, and other readers all over the world. His books are extremely popular, but that has not stopped his critics to write harsh and negative reviews, especially on his later work. In this paper, I will look at the critical reception of Irving’s novels. In an attempt to analyse the development in the reception of his work as completely as possible, I will look at all eleven Irving novels, from the beginning, the highpoint, and the most recent part of his career, which has not ended yet. Before starting the analyses of his work, the paper will briefly introduce Irving’s career as a writer, with particular attention to the reception of his novels and his place in the American literary world. After that, three chapters of the paper are devoted to the three stages in Irving’s career. I have based the artificial distinction of his writing, on the tone of the reviews, the opinion of his critics, and Irving’s popularity with the reading audience. 
First, the reception of his debut-novel Setting Free the Bears will be analysed. Critics regard the book as a typical first novel of a talented writer, and almost all reviews speak of a promising, but somewhat confused first work. The chapter continues with his next two books The Water-Method Man, which was highly praised, and The 158-Pound Marriage, a novel that also received reasonably positive reviews. The section will end with a short overview of this first phase of his career, which can be considered as a preparation for his second, most successful period.
In the following chapter, the critical response to Irving’s greatest success to date, The World According to Garp, is evaluated. Most reviewers and academics praise his masterpiece, but even at this relatively early stage from his career, there was some criticism on his writing. After Garp, I will discuss the reception to his next three novels, all belonging to Irving’s second phase. Irving’s fifth and sixth novel, The Hotel New Hampshire and The Cider House Rules, received mixed reviews, but were admired by Irving critics in retrospect. Novel number seven became one of Irving’s most popular works. A Prayer for Owen Meany was again a commercial success, yet critics were once more divided in their opinion. 
Chapter five will start with Irving’s eighth book, titled A Son of the Circus, published three years after bestseller Owen Meany, and the first book of the third stage in the author’s career. It was received very negatively by Irving’s critics. The paper will take a closer look at the massive criticism on this novel, and the response to Irving’s next three novels to complete the analysis of his critical reception. Surprisingly, the critics received Irving’s ninth book very well. A Widow for One Year reminded the reviewers of Irving’s best novels. However, his next and last two books, The Fourth Hand and Until I Find You, were again reviewed very badly. Especially his latest novel could do no good in the eyes of Irving reviewers. 
Finally, in chapter six, the paper will turn to Irving’s own comments on his critical reception. He reveals his sensitivity when it comes to the reviews and reviewers of his novels. The frustrated author has little respect for most book reviewers, and believes they do a lousy job.




2. John Irving: his Career and his Critics

2.1 Road to Success 

On March 2 1942, John Wallace Blunt junior was born in Exeter, New Hampshire. John’s father, a World War II pilot, was shot down over Burma. Frances Winslow Irving, the boy’s mother, however, divorced the father of her child before John was born. She remarried when John was six years old, and her new husband adopted John. His name changed into John Winslow Irving, and he never met his biological father. About his stepfather Irving says: “I liked – loved – the man she married so well that I resented it when people referred to him as my stepfather” (Irving, “Fascinated by Orphans” 5). 
At Exeter, where his stepfather teaches Russian, he is “an indifferent student” (Campbell 2). Being the only student from Exeter at the Academy, Irving feels an outsider, and his isolated position becomes evident in his rather solitary hobbies of wrestling and writing. At a young age he discovers his ambition to become a writer, which makes Irving feel even more like a stranger: “How lonely that was! … I had a terrible sense of how different I was from all my friends” (Irving, “Talk With” 6). 
Challenged by dyslexia, Irving felt he was an underdog. Reading and spelling were very difficult for him, and he had to work very hard to keep up with the rest of his class. His learning disability did not stop Irving to chase his dream, but it did have an impact on his writing process. Irving says that when you are dyslectic you learn “to pay more particular attention to the way a sentence works and the way a word is sounded than people for whom the act comes naturally” (Irving Salon Interview par. 16). At Exeter, his writing teacher George Bennett heavily influences Irving. Creative writing is the only thing, besides wrestling, at school in which he excels. Even his wrestling coach Ted Seabrook motivates Irving to write, telling him “talent is overrated” (in Smith par. 1), and he inspires Irving to overcome his problems by working very hard. 
Following Irving’s graduation from the Philips Exeter Academy, in 1961, he receives a wrestling scholarship to Pittsburgh University. Irving turns out to be not good enough to make the first team in Pittsburgh. He leaves the university after a year discovering he “wasn’t as good a wrestler as I had to be” (Irving, “The World of” 70). Failing to reach the top in wrestling, Irving became a wrestling referee and coach, and his “two sons became wrestlers who earned the championships Irving could never pin down” (Campbell 2). In his far more successful career of writing, Irving uses wrestling frequently as a metaphor in his books. Especially in his third novel, The 158-Pound Marriage, in which wrestling is the central theme.
After his failed attempt to make the first wrestling team at Pittsburgh, Irving goes to Harvard to study German in the summer of 1962. During this summer course, he met Radcliffe student Shyla Leary, whom he married in Greece in the summer of 1964. Irving left America in 1963 to study for a year at the Institute of European Studies and the University of Vienna, where he adopted “a Bohemian life-style” (Miller 3). He travelled on a motorcycle, wrestled with Slavic sparring partners, and met other artists. It was also in Vienna that his obsession with bears started, when he met a man with an old trained bear.  These experiences are again reflected in his work, most notably in Setting Free the Bears. 
After his Vienna experience and his wedding in Greece, Irving returned to the United States to complete his undergraduate degree at the University of New Hampshire. As an undergraduate, Irving wrote two short stories, “A Winter’s Branch” (Redbook 1965) and “Weary Kingdom” (published in The Boston Review 1968), but they are “straightforward in development, with none of the comedy and vitality that became Irving’s signature” (Campbell 2).
In 1965, he graduated cum laude in creative writing, before he went to Iowa where he took part in the Writer’s Workshop of the University of Iowa. He worked with Kurt Vonnegut, who becomes his friend and mentor. Another mentor is Vance Bourjaily. In the mean time, his wife gave birth to Irving’s first son, Colin. In Iowa, the young father worked on what would turn out to be his debut novel Setting Free the Bears. Irving struggled to support his family. He “tended a bar and sold peanuts and pennants at football games” (Miller 6). In 1967, he received his M.F.A., and returned to New England. A year later, Irving published his master thesis with Random House: Setting Free the Bears. He used the money he received from the sales of his first novel, which sold almost 7.000 copies, to buy a house in Putney, Vermont, where he found a job teaching at Windham College. 





2.2 The Academic Milieu

With the completion of his Writer’s Workshop at the noted Iowa University, and his job as a teacher at Windham College, Irving unquestionably enters the academic milieu. The beginning of his career “mirrors that of many contemporary American authors, … [who] found themselves aligned in some fashion with the academy often as writers in residence or tenured faculty members” (Davis and Womack, “John Irving” 274). Like many of his fellow writers, he is part of the world of teaching and universities in order to support his writing career. After his graduation in 1967, Irving moves between different universities for the next eleven years. He teaches at colleges and universities in Vermont, Iowa, South Hadley and Waltham (Davis and Womack 4). Despite his teaching jobs, Irving produces two novels, and he goes back to Vienna to work on the screenplay for Setting Free the Bears. In Austria’s capital, his second son, Brendan, is born in 1969. Irving receives two grants to support his career, from the Rockefeller Foundation in 1972 and from the Guggenheim Fellowship in 1976. These grants allowed Irving to focus, temporarily, on his writing without working a busy teacher’s job at the same time. 
Despite his academic surroundings, Irving is certainly not a standard ‘workshop writer’ or ‘academic novelist’ like many of his contemporaries. On the contrary, Irving often sets himself apart from the academic establishment, in his fiction as well as in his interviews and essays. Some reviewers (Lyons, Majkut), however, mainly in the early stages of his writing career, label Irving as an academic writer. Paul Majkut, in his review of The Water-Method Man says Irving is “the product of academic ‘creative writing’” (156) and his writing is “rooted in the Writer’s Workshop at the University of Iowa” (156). The Writer’s Workshop at Iowa University indeed has a great impact on Irving’s literary career. It formed him as a writer, and gave him the opportunity to work with his friend, mentor, and role model Vonnegut. 
The Workshop is highly respected and valued, and is influential in American fiction and poetry writing. Writers and poets from the programme have won Pulitzer Prizes, National Book Awards, and were named Poet Laureates in the United States. Famous American fiction writers who studied at the Writer’s Workshop include John Cheever, Philip Roth, Michael Cunningham, John Gardner, Sandra Cisneros and Marilynne Robinson. However, reviewers like Majkut refer to the workshop’s style often pointing at the somewhat contrived narrative techniques writers from these programmes use. Stylistically and thematically their novels are, according to them, not very original, corny, and full of overt, often badly used literary devices such as metaphors. However, ‘academic novelist’ is not always a negative qualification. Caryn James, for example, hails Irving’s “cunning series of Chinese boxes,” (22.3) in her review of A Prayer for Owen Meany. Moreover, Joseph Epstein remarks, “[a]lthough no doubt Irving would detest the notion, there is a strong sense in which he is an academic novelist” (61). Epstein explains: “He [Irving] is a former student at the University of Iowa Program in Creative Writing, and while you can take the boy out of the Program in Creative Writing you can’t always take the Program in Creative Writing out of the boy. … In the very first of Irving’s novels, Setting Free the Bears, … one already senses certain school-learned touches, bits, ironies” (61). The University of Iowa, explains on their website the philosophy of their programme: 
Though we agree in part with the popular insistence that writing cannot be taught, we exist and proceed on the assumption that talent can be developed, and we see our possibilities and limitations as a school in that light. If one can ‘learn’ to play the violin or to paint, one can ‘learn’ to write, though no processes of externally induced training can ensure that one will do it well (“Philosophy” par. 1) 
These school-learned touches, which Majkut and others clearly detest, are “Chinese-box effects – characters are writing books or shooting films within his books – and this game-playing, rather than telling a story straight out, is one of the standard marks of the academic novelist at work” (Epstein 61). Another characteristic of typical ‘academic writing’ according to Epstein is the academic setting in many of Irving’s novels (Epstein 61). However, the workshop has delivered such a wide variety of poets, writers, and styles that it is very difficult to distinguish, let alone define, a specific Iowa Workshop style. Fact is that the academic milieu has shaped Irving’s fiction writing. 
Epstein rightly points out Irving would “detest the notion” (61) of being an academic writer. Although, as Epstein and Majkut point out, Irving is influenced by the workshop’s academic characteristics – the academic setting of is novels and the applied literary devices – the style and themes of his novel break with the academic tradition. Irving advocates readable books, good stories, and enjoyable plots; books accessible for a large reading audience. In his defence of Kurt Vonnegut, “Kurt Vonnegut and His Critics” published in 1979, Irving is very harsh on contemporary, typically academic and post-modernistic American writers like Thomas Pynchon. According to Irving they have not “struggled hard enough to make [their novels] more readable” (Irving 41). 
In this article, Irving “damns the contemporary novels that seem obscure and philosophically obtuse” (Davis and Womack, “John Irving” 174). He strongly argues against the academic “assumption that what is easy to read has been easy to write” (Irving 42). Epstein correctly remarks that Irving hates the ‘academic label’ some reviewers tried to stick on him. Davis and Womack suggest, “Vonnegut’s own sense of discomfort with mainstream America and the literary establishment served as an example and encouragement to Irving” (“John Irving” 174). Yet they too conclude that Irving’s career may be “marked by a radical separation” (“John Irving” 174) from mainstream academic fiction, he also breaks with traditional popular fiction.
Both part of and fighting against the academic milieu from the very early stages of his literary career, Irving has a difficult relationship with (academic) critics and some contemporary writers. Carol C. Harter and James R. Thompson observe that Irving is trapped in “the American Paradox: from the outset we [America] have been a nation of materialists and idealists, doers and knowers” (Harter and Thompson 5). It is the way in which Irving chooses to “mediate between popular culture and ‘serious’ art” (Harter and Thompson 6) that creates the problem. From the very early days of his writing career, Irving has looked for the interaction with the mass public. Quite unusual for a so-called ‘academic writer,’ he “lent himself to muscular advertisements for dictionaries, provided beefcake portraits for Vanity Fair” (Harter and Thompson 1) and carried “vanity plates” (Harter and Thompson 1) on his car to promote his books. 





Scholars, fellow writers, and newspaper reviewers alike have praised and criticised Irving’s work heavily. Irving’s reviewers can be categorised in three groups: ‘the academics’, ‘the journalists’, and ‘the writers’. At some points in the thesis, I will also look at the difference between male and female reviewers, which turns out to be relevant considering some of Irving’s books. In most cases, however, the gender difference is irrelevant. With regard to A Prayer for Owen Meany, I will also briefly discuss some reviews from Canada and Great Britain, since they are significant for that particular novel. 
The academic reviewers are those who write for literary magazines such as Southern Review. They also include professors in English, and other scholars who have specialised in contemporary fiction and John Irving. Throughout the thesis, I will use a very broad definition of academic press including literary magazines, intellectual journals, trade magazines, or scholarly and critical books on Irving. An important division within this group is between academics who write reviews shortly after a new Irving is published, and scholars who have studied Irving’s career and review a novel in retrospect. 
In this thesis, I use six sources that belong to the latter group, and these sources present an overview of Irving’s career and their analysis of his work. Chronologically, I refer to Gabriel Miller (John Irving, 1982), Carol C. Harter and James R. Thompson (John Irving, 1986), Edward C. Reilly (Understanding John Irving 1991), Josie P. Campbell (John Irving, 1998), Harold Bloom (John Irving, 2001), and, most recently, Todd Davis and Kenneth Womack (The Critical Response to John Irving, 2004). In general, these scholars have a more positive view on Irving than many other academics. Probably if they thought Irving was a lousy writer of pulp, they would have not devoted so much time and interest to him. Brian Rosebury comments on this  in his book Art and Desire; “we all tend to over evaluate our current aesthetic love-objects, and to under valuate, in consequence, works which remain merely potential objects of our admiration” (248).
Colleague writers constitute the second group of reviewers. Many fiction writers also review other works of fiction for academic and non-academic magazines and newspapers. Often they have, like Irving himself, an academic background, and some may even work at a university. Nevertheless, I have placed them in a different group, because Irving himself has a very outspoken opinion on writers and reviewers, which I will explore in chapter six. Moreover, these reviewers remain writers in the first place: reviewing is their job on the side. Along with the experience of writing novels themselves, this offers the writer reviewers a different perspective. 
Journalists form the last group. They write their reviews in popular magazines and newspapers, and are specialised in book reviewing, and some are even specialised in modern American fiction. More than an academic critic, the journalistic reviewer should be able to imagine himself in the position of the reader (Donkers and Willems 341). Their writing style is often more personal and less formal. A newspaper or magazine article must compete for the reader’s attention between the other articles on the page, while a review in an academic journal is often read out of a sense of duty or professional interest in the subject (Donkers and Willems 340).

As an ‘academic’ American bestseller, Irving has a special place in the world of literary criticism. Not only has Irving been extensively reviewed by both the popular and academic critics, he was also praised by both. Davis and Womack underline this status in the Irving chapter in Dictionary of Literary Biography. According to them, “John Irving enjoys a rare and prominent place among contemporary American writers not only for having published a string of best-sellers but also for having received accolades from critics in the popular and academic press alike” (“John Irving” 174). Analyzing this special place in American contemporary literature, the paper will now turn to the critical reception of Irving’s first three, not so best-selling, novels.


3. The First Three: Setting Free the Novelist

3.1 Setting Free the Bears

John Irving writes his first novel in 1967 as a master’s thesis for the Iowa Writer’s Workshop, under the guidance of Kurt Vonnegut. Setting Free the Bears was published in 1968, the year of the major demonstrations against the war in Vietnam in America. Although Irving makes no direct reference to the Vietnam War, the novel emphasises war and violence. The story also shows the influences of the workshop and in particular the influence of Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five. Vonnegut published his novel only in 1969, but it was “likely known to Irving before its publication date” (Campbell 17). 
Setting Free the Bears is divided into three sections. In the first, the two main characters Hannes and Siggy buy a motorcycle to tour the Austrian countryside. The two college dropouts start their journey with a visit to the Vienna zoo, where they meet two young Austrian girls, before leaving the city. Since their visit to the zoo, Siggy dreams of liberating the animals of the zoo. When, after several hilarious and absurd adventures, Siggy must run for his life, he goes back to Vienna to execute his liberation plan. When he returns to the countryside to get Graff, the two are involved in another absurd event. Siggy’s motorcycle crashes into a truck filled with beehives. Siggy dies from the beestings, and Hannes, who loaded the truck, must recover from stings in an Austrian gasthaus. While he is in the gasthaus, Hannes reads and edits Siggy’s notebook. 
The second section is the result of his editing, and it contains the Siggy’s ‘pre-history.’ ‘Pre-history’ is a violent narrative about him and his family and the years before, during and after the Second World War It is a history of violence, politics, the Anschluss, survival, and war. In between Siggy’s family history are the ‘Zoo-watch’ reports, made by Siggy when he returned to Vienna. The Zoo-journal is a metaphor for Siggy’s family history, because it shows the systematic torture of the animals by an ex-Nazi watchman: O. Schrutt. 
In part three of the novel Hannes, together with the innocent Austrian girl Gallen, returns to Vienna to carry out their friend’s plan. Hannes liberates the animals, but comes to the sad conclusion that nothing has changed for the good. Most of the animals are killed in the chaos, and the rest is recaptured. When he returns to the countryside on the motorcycle, however, he sees the two Rare Spectacled Bears “running back to the Andes in Ecuador. Or at least to the Alps” (3 by Irving 283).  
The novel is a very interesting read after you have read some of Irving’s better and more famous works. Vienna, bears, absurd situations, and writers as main characters: they all appear in this first novel. The story clearly is practice ground for many of his characteristic themes, motives, and literary techniques. The novel itself is quite entertaining, sometimes very well written, but occasionally tedious as well. The first section is a bit long winded, and although the events are entertaining and bizarre, the main characters Siggy and Hannes are not convincing. The second section shows Irving’s ability to create tension and urge. I also enjoyed the last section of the book, in which the animals break free. Particularly the last scenes, in which Hannes oversees the terrible results of his well-intended actions, are satisfying. In and of itself, Setting Free the Bears is not a great novel, but sometimes it shows the talent of its author. Within Irving’s bibliography, however, it is a valuable book, because it reveals how his later masterpieces were prepared. 
The critical response to Irving’s first novel is typical for a debut-novel by a promising academic writer. Although the reviews are mixed, most critics see the talent of the young writer, but acknowledge the novel has major flaws. Campbell summarises that “[c]ritics generally agree that Bears, written by a college-age author, is not a ‘bad’ first novel, a backhanded way of saying it is also not very good” (17). Davis and Womack conclude that it “received somewhat lukewarm, albeit optimistic notices in the popular and critical press” (5). 
Only few reviews comment on the book in the first year after its publication, and they are divided. Most reviewers, including Henry Resnik and contemporary American fiction writer Maureen Howard, praise Irving’s middle section of the novel. Resnik’s commentary in the highly esteemed Saturday Review of Literature observes that “there are many moments in this section [two] when the symbolic and plot levels unite perfectly, when Irving creates tremendous suspense as well as an absorbing comment on the brutality of the man and the beast” (26). He must admit, however, that the first “hundred pages … nearly spoil the entire book” (26). Howard of the Partisan Review criticises the “boring and endless” (130) Zoo-watch sections, and the disappointing zoo plot (130). Despite its flaws, Howard and Resnik are excited about the “often astonishing literary debut” (Resnik 26) by this “talented writer” (Howard 130). An anonymous reviewer of the popular Time Magazine shares their enthusiasm and praises in “Wednesday’s Children” Irving’s “poetic grace” (100) with which he describes “all immediate and sensual events” (100). 
Other contemporary reviewers are less enthusiastic, and Martin Levin runs the novel into the ground in the popular “Reader’s Report” section of the New York Times Book Review: “the author has dumped some of the material of experience into a picaresque novel, which is less than the sum of its parts” (42). He does not even appreciate the middle section of the book, which other reviewers had praised, and wonders why “the author is telling us all this?” (42). Levin, however, remains an exception, because in retrospect most Irving scholars and critics clearly recognise Irving’s talent and characteristic style in his debut work. In the 1980’s, after Irving’s most successful novels the interest in Irving’s first published novel increased substantially. 
Most of the later reviewers detect signs of Irving’s talent, but they also see the flaws of especially the first and third section of the novel. Gabriel Miller, who wrote one of the first scholarly studies on Irving in 1982, is quite critical on Irving’s debut, stating it is “his weakest” (25) novel. Yet, even Miller admits that “it remains interesting as an introductory treatment of themes and motifs that Irving would develop in his later works” (25). He joins his colleagues in praising Siggy’s ‘pre-history’ for displaying “the power and novelistic scope that mark Irving as an exceptionally talented writer” (47). As major flaws Miller names “sketchy characterization and construction,” (26) and Miller echoes Levin when he observes that especially the first and the third section are “a rather conventional coming-of-age story, employing a picaresque form” (26).
Academics Harter and Thompson conclude that the “major weaknesses” (20) of the Austrian novel “include the failure of its principal characters to emerge as well-defined and developed personages, the unsureness of its structure, and the fuzziness and uncertainty of its theme” (20). However, besides signs of imitation, the academics also signal undeveloped literary talent and promising literary passages: “richly drawn scenes, moments of history intensely evoked, passages of prose already marked by a highly personal and remarkably effective style” (20). They notice Irving’s attempt to combine comedy with serious literature, but he has no full control over the juxtaposition in this debut novel (20). They conclude, Setting Free the Bears may be a “critical failure on major points” (20), it is more than “simply an interesting entertainment” (20).
Edward C. Reilly, professor of English at Arkansas University, also discovers traces of Irving’s later fully explored talent, and calls the novel, “while not as uniformly excellent as his later works, … a Baedeker to Irving’s other novels in its setting, characters, themes and narrative techniques” (15). Therefore, it is a basis for understanding and appreciating Irving’s later work (31).
In her 1998 book on Irving, Campbell claims that critical response to the novel has been too negative. “Although the novel has certain weaknesses, it is much better than many critics allow,” (17) Campbell concludes. She, along with Reilly (24), West (30) and others, mentions the themes and symbols present in Setting Free the Bears that will later recur in Irving’s work: “a concern with origins, Vienna, bears, journeys, violence, war and death” (17). Campbell classifies the work as “Irving’s most chilling book,” (33) and praises the middle section in particular. Finally, Terrence Des Pres praises, in the introduction to a reprint of the novel, “the picaresque mode” (xii) that is “freewheeling, open-ended, unpredictable” (xii). 

Despite its flaws, already in 1969, Levin rightfully predicts a great writing future for the young author, calling Irving “a writer of uncommon imaginative power” (“Readers Report” 42). He concludes his review with the prophesy that “[w]hatever he [Irving] writes, it will be worth reading” (“Readers Report” 42). Before turning to the great success of The World According to Garp, a novel linked to his debut novel by many critics, I will first discuss the critical response to Irving’s less successful ‘in-between’ novels: The Water-Method Man and The 158-Pound Marriage.


3.2 The Water-Method Man

In an interview Irving says about his second novel that he “wanted to write a book that was absolutely comic: I wanted it to be intricate and funny and clever” (Reilly 33). He succeeds, despite the meagre 6,906 copies it sold. New York Times selects The Water-Method Man for the list of the best novels of the year (West 30), and the overwhelming majority of critics receive the book very positively. They agree on the book’s strengths: it is a funny novel, with an intricate plot and well-developed characters.
The novel tells the story of Fred “Bogus” Trumper, an irresponsible and indecisive scholar with a blocked urinary tract. His urologist Dr. Vigneron advises him to drink a lot of water before and after sex, hence the title. The main character in the book quits his dissertation, has an extramarital affair with a young German girl whom he impregnates. Trumper flees to Vienna, and starts looking for an old friend there. He is caught up in bizarre events, drugs-smuggling followed by a nervous breakdown, before he finds out his friend has died. Trumper returns to the U.S.A., where he tries to find another friend. He discovers this friend is now living with his wife and son. This discovery triggers a true epiphany, Trumper realises how immaturely he has behaved and goes back to university to finish his dissertation. Upon completion, he returns to Tulpen, his German girlfriend, and their child. They become a happy family, and at the joyful end of the novel, they all celebrate the festival of Throgshafen with Trumper’s ex-wife, now married to his friend, and their child.
Irving’s second novel shows definite maturity in the author’s writing. The quality of the novel is more consistently high than his debut. It is a very light and comic novel. Trumper is a strong and convincing main character, and his complex life fits wonderfully in Irving’s comic plot. Again, the humour and the plot betray Irving’s talent and make this book an even better preparation for Garp. Irving’s experiments with chronology and narrative, however, are less successful. The seemingly endless flash backs and flash forwards tire the reader, and strain the already complex plot. 
Most reviewers, fellow authors and academics, including Pulitzer Prize winner Anne Tyler (32) and Gabriel Miller (49), praise Irving’s humour. The reviewer from The New Yorker says The Water-Method Man is “three or four times as funny as most novels” (“Books Briefly Noted” 78). In fact, scholar Paul Majkut is one of the very few reviewers disliking Irving’s second novel in general, and its sense of humour in particular. He criticises Irving’s humour and light style, finding the novel “not exceptionally funny, though it is typical of what has come to pass as funny these days in the American comical novel. That is, it is light, well-trained, even risqué” (156). Majkut blames Irving for being “the product of academic ‘creative writing’; both are stylistically and thematically, if this term can be applied here, rooted in the Writer’s Workshop at the University of Iowa; both are natural corn” (156). He continues by saying that the only funny thing about Irving and his colleagues is the fact that “they take themselves seriously” (156).
Jan Carew’s opinion on the novel exemplifies the criticism of some of these few negative or mixed reviews. In The New York Times Book Review he praises Irving for not being destroyed by the high expectations generated by his debut novel (Carew 46), and finds in his second book the “sustained vigor of his talent” (46). Nevertheless, he dismisses The Water-Method Man as “a rambling, episodic novel” (46) that is only “miraculously” (46) held together “by the skill of an author who is a born writer” (46). So Carew is far from being convinced of the quality of Irving’s second novel.
Unlike Carew, most critics, in both the popular and academic press, applaud Irving for his style and narrative techniques. The reviewer of Time Magazine writes, for example, “Remarkably, John Irving manages to weave the disparate fragmented elements of Trumper's calamities into a rich, unified tapestry. From the dreck of daily lives, he can make the improbable seem likely and retrieve something of beauty” (Dickerson 81). In a 1985 review, English Professor and writer Jerome Klinkowitz even classifies The Water-Method Man as “by far the most complex of John Irving’s novels,” and calls the novel “his laboratory for testing out the syntax of his protagonist’s life, which is so confused that a clarifying grammar of relationships remains a constant challenge” (45).
Again, in retrospect, most Irving critics and scholars recognise the author’s “ongoing evolution as a deft literary craftsman with a keen eye for character and plot” (Davis and Womack 5). Josie P. Campbell, in a very excited analysis of the book, points at its complexities. According to her, the book is Irving’s “most complicated in terms of narrative, which cuts backward and forward in time and moves between first-and-third-person points of view” (35). In addition, she calls the author’s use of farce “nothing short of brilliant” (36). 
Harter and Thompson, in agreement with the other Irving scholars, praise the book for its pure and “overt embodiment of the traditional positive mode” (40). It is a “delightful comedy” and “an enormous improvement over the earlier Bears” (40). They too see the novel as an important predecessor of Garp, dealing with “the insecurities of existence” (55).




3.3 The 158-pound Marriage

From the ‘light’ and ‘comic’ second novel, Irving takes another direction with his third novel The 158-Pound Marriage. The ‘wrestling’ novel being “a black and ruthless book” (Des Pres xiii), only sells 2,560 copies. Irving describes the period in which he wrote the novel as an “angry” (Reilly 47) time in his life; “It was like I lost my sense of humor” (Reilly 47). Reilly describes it as his “darkest work, especially in its characterisations, incidents, and themes” (47).
Irving’s third novel, about two married couples, is one of the husbands being the unnamed narrator of the story. They have extramarital affairs with each other, which causes three of the four participants in this ‘quaternion’ to loose control over their emotions. The whole construction breaks down when Severin and Utch conclude it is damaging their marriage. The unnamed narrator in the end is left by his wife, and realises that “I knew once again that I knew nothing” (Three by Irving 718). Besides this rather complicated plot, other Irvingnesque features are overtly present. Most noticeably the wrestling metaphor, reflected in the book’s title, and Vienna as a place of refuge for the characters. 
I think this is the least attractive novel of Irving’s first three. The author experiments with the dark side of humour in the novel, and therefore, it misses the characteristic lightness and joy of his other works of fiction. It is nice to see how Irving weaves his characteristic symbols in the narrative. The wrestling metaphor may be a bit overdone, but it provides unity. The themes and characters of the novel are interesting, but the first-person perspective slows down the plot and fragmentises the story. It certainly is not a bad book, and again the overall quality of the novel is better than Setting Free the Bears, but compared to The Water-Method Man Irving’s third novel is a disappointment. 
The reactions to Irving’s third novel, though generally positive, are more mixed than the reviews to his first two books. In 1974, when the novel was published, and in 1975, several popular and academic reviewers praise “the skilful use of point of view” (Felsenthal 2090), Pritchard praises the wit, inventiveness, and “good fun” (“Novel Sex and Violence” 149). Levin, who predicted a great future for Irving after his first book (“Readers Report” 42), applauds the author’s “lean prose” (72) in a review entitled “New and Novel”. Moreover, the prose is “perfectly attuned to the subject matter” (72) according to Levin. Charles Nicol also admires the novel, which is “all muscle, all confidence” (“Wrestling” 1188). 
Other, contemporary reviewers are noticeably less enthusiastic. Pearl K. Bell, who writes for the sophisticated British The New Leader magazine, criticises the novel for its poorly developed characters and theme (14). Anatole Broyard writes in The New York Book Review that in the novel Irving says “unless we Americans start seriously grappling with our national and sexual history, we are lost. Though there is some truth in this, he exaggerates” (39). Broyard further concludes that by taking intellectuals as “representative Americans, he flatters and slanders them at the same time” (39). Broyard astutely refers to Irving’s difficult relationship with the academic milieu. He uses the academic environment very often as the main setting for his novels, yet Irving does not hesitate to mock the intellectuals who appear in his books
Also in later analyses, literature scholars express mixed opinions. Nancy Walker agrees with Bell that the novel’s plot suffered from the bad combination of tragedy and comedy, with a result of “flatness rather than peaks and valleys of emotion which Irving is capable of evoking” (1420). Another scholar looking back on Irving’s second novel, Des Pres hails the good humour, however, which is “as strong as ever” (xiii).
Harter and Thompson are disappointed by the novel, because the “tone, focus, and point of view” (46) of the book are “as tentative and artistically unreconciled as they had been in Setting Free the Bears” (Harter and Thompson 46). According to them, Irving “lost control over narrative and structural problems” (73). Davis and Womack also notice Irving’s confusion “about the larger direction” (6) in this novel. They too underline the problems Irving faces in his first attempt “to embrace post-modern notions of polyphony and temporal disjunction” (8).




3.4 The First Three

In conclusion, Irving’s first three novels were a mixed success. His literary debut, Setting Free the Bears received encouraging reviews from most of its reviewers. Especially the more serious and more academic press recognised the talent of the author in the good middle section. Looking back on his career, scholars and critics agreed with the reviewers of 1969. Moreover, being familiar with Irving’s later work, they noticed important indicators, recurring themes, and stylistic features that have become characteristic for Irving’s work. Irving’s attempt to unite comedy and serious issues is praised by his academic critics. Despite the flaws, almost all critics agreed that Irving’s first novel is a very promising novel by a very talented writer.
	Irving’s second novel The Water-Method Man met even greater admiration. Critics, both in popular and academic media, truly adored the novel. Their praise mainly focused on the well-developed characters, its humour, and its intricate and complex plot. Although some reviewers saw this plot as a weak rather than a strong point, critics generally agreed it is a great second novel by a gifted writer. Despite the positive reviews, the book, which sold approximately 6,000 copies, was not a bestseller. Analysing The Water-Method Man in the 1980’s and 1990’s, most scholarly critics recognised the light comic style and the intricate plot, which becomes so vital in some of Irving’s later work. In general, they agreed his second novel is a good novel: evidence of Irving’s steady and rapid development as an author.
	The 158-Pound Marriage again, was not a book that broke the sales records: the novel sold less than 3,000 copies. This time, however, the reviewers were less enthusiastic about the book’s artistic merits as well. Irving’s switch from light comedy in Water-Method to the dark mode of Marriage did not land well with some critics. Moreover, the majority of reviews spoke of the lack of structure and direction in the novel, in both plot and narration. One of the main causes, many critics agreed, is the difficult position of an unnamed narrator whose point of view the reader is asked to accept. There is no clear division between popular and academic opinions on The 158-Pound Marriage. The reviewers from both groups were equally represented on both sides, those who did not like it, and those who praised the novel. In retrospect, later scholars looked at the book as an important ‘exercise’ for Irving’s next novel, and valued the book more than the 1974 reviewers. 

The large reading audiences have not discovered Irving through the first three novels, however, it will only take his next novel for them to turn him into a bestselling author. In the press and the academic realm, Irving’s first three novels were quite well received and reviewed, and critics distinguished a possibly great writer in this early work. Main flaws were often attributed to inexperience, and in hindsight, scholars acknowledged the importance of the first three books in light of The World According to Garp and other work. The books prepared Irving as a novelist, giving him room to experiment with and discover his talents, strengths and weaknesses. In his introduction to 3 by Irving, an omnibus containing Irving’s first three novels, Des Pres correctly points out “that Irving’s celebrated fourth novel owes much to the three earlier novels” (xiv). This paper will now go on with analysing Irving’s critical reception, continuing with his big breakthrough: The World According to Garp. 


4. The Big Breakthrough: John Irving Rules

4.1 The World According to Garp

After the commercial failure of The 158-Pound Marriage, which sold only 2,560 copies (Reilly 59), Irving decides to switch publisher. He blames the low sales-figures of all three of his novels on Random House’s “reluctance to properly promote his book” (West 30) and switches to E.P. Dutton. Mainly because of editor Henry Robbins, who reads the unfinished manuscript of Lunacy and Sorrow, the novel’s later title would be The World According to Garp. Robbins is “one of the outstanding fiction editors” (Sheppard, “Life into Art” 24) of the time, and he writes in a report on the manuscript to his bosses: “A major novel about a wonderfully eccentric mother and son, very funny and very moving at the same time. Sure to be the ‘breakthrough’ book by an immensely talented novelist in his mid-30s” (in Sheppard, “Life into Art” 24). 
The confidence and financial support from Dutton encourage Irving to finish his novel, and it is published in 1978. According to Sheppard, Dutton rewards Irving with 20,000 dollar in advance, and another 150,000 dollar for his next book, unseen (“Life into Art” 24). Moreover, the publishing house invests 200,000 dollar in promoting the paperback (Reilly 77). Garp is hyped, and the slogan ‘I Believe in Garp’ appears on bus billboards, in radio commercials, on sweatbands and t-shirts (West 30). The investments pay off, because the novel sells 120,000 hardback copies, over three million paperback editions (Davis and Womack 1), is made into a movie in 1982, wins the National Book Award for best paperback in 1979, and is on the New York Times Book Review best-sellers list for twenty-five weeks. 
The World According to Garp begins in the 1940’s, when nurse Jenny Fields constructs her impregnation by the severely wounded Technical Sergeant Garp in a Boston hospital. She succeeds in having a baby without allowing a man in her life, and raises her son, whom she calls T.S. Garp, alone. Garp spends his childhood at the Steering Academy, at which his mother took a job as a school nurse in order to prepare his education. Garp becomes friends with the Percy children, and has his first sexual experience with Cushie Percy, before he falls in love with Helen Holm, the daughter of his wrestling coach.
When Garp graduates from the Academy, he and his mother move to Vienna to develop Garp’s writing career. In Vienna, Garp gains experience – for example during his frequent meetings with the Vienna whores – but his writing makes little progress. In the meanwhile, his mother finishes her autobiography, in record-breaking time. Entitled A Sexual Suspect, her feminist manifesto becomes a worldwide bestseller, and makes Jenny rich and famous. Garp writes his short story The Pension Grillparzer in Vienna. 
The two move back to America where Jenny opens a women’s shelter. Many women, including the so-called ‘Ellen Jamesians’ find their refuge at the house. Ellen Jamesians are sympathetic with Ellen James, whose tongue was cut out by her rapist to prevent her form identifying him. The girl herself is not happy with her self-mutilating supporters, and appears later in the novel and becomes a friend of Garp. Garp marries Helen, who has become a university teacher, and they have two sons: Duncan and Walt. Garp is a very protective stay-at-home dad, but his writing career is frustrated. He has several affairs with young baby-sitters, and remains in his mother’s literary shadow. Helen also commits adultery when she has an affair with one of her students. This affair leads to the most dramatic and violent scene of the novel, when Garp literally crashes – his car – into his wife’s secret life, when she gives oral goodbye-sex to her lover. The accident has a devastating effect: the young student loses three-quarters of his penis, Garp and Helen are seriously injured, Duncan loses an eye, and Walt is killed. 
Yet the marriage survives, and after an intense period of grief and healing at Jenny’s shelter, Garp writes his Magnus Opus: The World According to Bensenhaver. Garp returns to the Steering Academy, his daughter Jenny is born, after his mother is slain. Roberta Muldoon, a transgendered linebacker, becomes his best friend. The ‘Under Toad’, a symbolic catch phrase that indicates a powerful feeling of dread, remains present. Pooh Percy, Ellen Jamesian and Cushie’s sister, murders Garp on the wrestling mat before he finishes his next novel.
Remarkably, however, the novel does not end with he narrator’s death. The final section, titled “Life after Garp,” tells the story of the survivors. It provides the reader with a sense of continuity, but also a “share in the larger fate of humankind” (Davis and Womack 11). The novel’s famous last words, “in the world according to Garp, we are all terminal cases,” warns the reader to live life to the fullest, since Garp, ultimately, is a novel about life rather than death.
The World According to Garp is a terrifyingly good novel. It has horror, violence, sex, sexual abuse, and death as very prominent themes, yet it is a touching, moving, and comforting book full of humour. The bizarre scenes and characters add the necessary light and comic touch to balance the dark side of the story. The great strength of the novel, in my opinion, lies in the complex and interesting characters. Irving brings them to life in the novel, and especially Garp becomes your best friend when you read the novel. With great suspense, a brilliant writing style, and good dialogues, Irving indeed creates a world according to Garp. In this world, danger and horror are always present, always slumbering beneath the surface of the text. It adds a tension, an anxiety, to the novel, and makes the reader hold on to Garp’s goodness and even to his human flaws. 
In both the popular and academic press, Garp receives rave reviews. Almost all reviewers are enthusiastic about this “brilliantly executed masterpiece” (Harter and Thompson 74). In the analysis of the extensive critical response to Irving’s fourth novel, this chapter will now first turn to the reviews from the late 1970’s. After that, the chapter will continue to look at the retrospective responses to the novel starting from 1979. 
The first few reviews of the novel in the popular press disagree on the novel’s qualities. Some praise Irving’s humour, cleverness, and imagination (Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, Michael Wood 9). At the same time, some are horrified by the novel’s violence “which makes the novel hard to stomach (Walter Clemons 115) or object to the lack of resistance to Garp’s vision on the world (Wood 10), but they too recognise some “vividly disturbing” but brilliant passages (Clemons 115, Wood 9). 
Julian Moynahan reviews The World According to Garp on the cover of The New York Times Book Review of April 23, 1978. Moynahan stresses that Irving “has not arrived at wisdom” (1) in dealing with the difficult themes of the novel and of that time in America in general: Vietnam War, assassination of Kennedy, the war on women, and “the vulnerability of American lives” (1). However, “[t]he book certainly is rich and humorous,” (1) and “pleasingly convoluted and self-reflecting,” (1) despite the fact that it is “more confused than wise” (1). 
On April 24, Time Magazine’s reviewer R.Z. Sheppard defends Irving’s novel against Clemmons’ description of “a feminist tract” (Clemons 115): “Irving’s characters [display] an intense humanity that raises them far above the agitprop of radical feminism and militant homosexualism” (“Love, Art” par. 8). Sheppard continues his praise, and concludes: “The World According to Garp is an extraordinary work whose achievement is echoed in Garp’s own discovery ‘that when you are writing something, every thing seems related to everything else.’ That is easier said than written, but John Irving has written it. At 36, he moves into the front rank of America’s young novelists” (“Love, Art” par. 9). After the positive cover review on The New York Times Book Review and the raving review in Time Magazine, other large newspapers and magazines further add to the emerging Garp hype. On April 30 William McPherson, Washington Post reviewer, writes that Garp is “a wonderful novel, full of energy and art, at once funny and horrifying and heartbreaking - an X-rated soap opera with grandeur - and immeasurably gratifying” (E1). He calls the novel not only “true. It is also terrific” (E1). The praise of Irving’s work continues, when Eliot Fremont-Smith in the Village Voice, praises the novel for its “wondrous mechanics of its invention and the deft manipulation … of our awe and tears and laughter” (“Blood” 78).
A few months after the publication, the true ‘Garpomania’ begins. In Rolling Stone Greil Marcus writes in his second column on Garp that “Irving has written what, these days anyway, is the rarest sort of novel: a long, unsentimental, intricate, unfaked story about people who are basically good” (79). At the end of the year, book reviewer of the Washington Post Joseph McLellan underlines the specialty of the novel. Garp, according to McLellan, belongs to the “very rare cases” (E1) when “a mere year [is] sufficient time to judge whether a novel that looks good now will still look good ten years from now” (E1). Reviewing the novels of the 1970’s Larry McCaffery notices, “Garp was probably the book which captured the public’s imagination” (1).
Besides the newspaper and the newsmagazines, a number of other magazines, with a largely female audience also review the novel. These reviews, in the very popular ‘women’s’ magazines, focus on specific themes in The World According to Garp such as violence, rape, feminism and the portrayal of women in the novel. Magazines that publish reviews of the book include Glamour, Vogue, and Cosmopolitan. The raving reviews praise the novel as a great work of art (Glamour 42, Cosmopolitan 26). Vogue devotes two pages to the novel’s review, in which John Leonard writes that Irving “has arrived with a bang. After three previous novels, … he knows exactly what he’s doing and goes about doing it ferociously. … All of this is sinister and hilarious and more: it is brave … However, Mr. Irving not only has a splendid story to tell, but he seems to have assembled all the ways such a story has been and could be told, in one book. Garp is a text that breathes and hoots” (“Fresh” 100-110). Even the anonymous review in the feminist journal Ms. is sympathetic towards the “fine, moving, and hilarious novel” (30) in which Irving manages to deal with feminist issues without “any Hey-I’m-a-man-but-I-really-understand self-consciousness or fanfare” (Ms. 30). Apparently, women value the specific themes Irving tackles in Garp highly, and with a good marketing campaign, Irving carefully builds his and Garp’s attractive image.
Although the popularity of the novel increases rapidly, also a number of fault seeking reviews begin to appear. Some women criticise Irving’s novel for the “colourless” (Angela Huth 690) female character Helen and the “long spell of a dull American marriage which, in the hands less skilled than those of Updike or Heller, makes tedious reading” (Huth 690). Other female critics are “put off by the book’s casual cruelty, by its calculated plot and its staggering long-windedness” (Anne Tyler 32). A novelist herself, Tyler is also among the first to criticize the aggressive marketing campaign. In her review of the omnibus 3 by Irving, published after the success of Garp, she says: “all those Garp T-shirts and blaring Garp book-dumps seem excessive” (32). In the introduction to the same omnibus, Tyler reviews, male critic Terrence Des Pres, on the other hand, writes, “That a serious novel like The World According to Garp should become genuinely popular confirms the good sense of common readers generally” (xiii). 
Some literary magazines also criticise The World According to Garp. Bryan Griffin, for example, disapproves of the novel in Atlantic Monthly, attacking the novel for its plot: “Irving has never been able to construct a believable plot,” (51) for its prose “Irving’s vocabulary is uninspiring [and] his knowledge of grammatical properties is severely limited,” (55) and for its “low humor, based chiefly on the prepubescent assumption that conscientious vulgarity is by definition amusing” (55). 
In 1981, another serious literary journal, Southern Review, shares Griffin’s criticism on the novel. Jay L. Halio, Professor Emeritus of English at the University of Delaware, calls the novel “overrated by many reviewers and critics (except Bryan Griffin …), it is very close to being the ’X-rated soap opera‘ that is the worst opprobrium T.S. Garp, the principal character, or John Wolf, his publisher, can hurl at the book” (230). Halio disputes the violent and sexual grotesque themes of the novel. Moreover, the story “depends far too much on coincidence, sensationalism, and eccentricities and thus strains credulity in nearly every chapter” (230). Overall, Halio concludes, “the essentially nihilistic outlook cannot be redeemed by an analysis of the book as comedy – high, low, or ‘black’” (230). Southern Review does not only disapprove of Irving’s novel because it is too grotesque and the novel is “heavily freighted with anxiety, lust and violent death” (230); they also condemn almost the entire literary world for liking it.
In retrospect, all most all Irving scholars and reviewers recognise Garp as Irving’s best, or one of his best novels. Robert Towers, for example, writes in his review of Irving’s next novel The Hotel New Hampshire that he was initially put off by the overenthusiastic ‘Garpomania’ but when he read the first chapter of Garp, he “kept going, seduced by the suppleness and energy of the writing.” (12) Towers praises the author for his “superb display of narrative self-confidence” (12). 
Following Irving’s great success, Gabriel Miller, is the first scholar to publish a book on John Irving in 1982. He views Garp as “the completion of a phase in Irving’s career” (88). After his first three novels, Miller concludes “Irving manages [in Garp] to shape his familiar material into a transcendent whole, and in doing so fashions his best and most original work. The World According to Garp is thus at once a personal masterpiece, an important contemporary artefact, a clear explication of Irving’s moral and aesthetic vision, and a certification of his talent. It signals the arrival of a writer in full command of his abilities, entering upon the mature phase of his career” (89).
Both Miller and Harter and Thompson, underline that Irving, after “[p]revious struggles with point of view, clarity, tone, and breadth of canvas” (Harter and Thompson 74) resolves those issues in Garp. The author managed to do so “by the mysterious processes that shape an artist’s sensitivity and capacity to create a superbly realized work – in a novel whose voice, structure and vision define it as a unique expression of ‘true’ (as opposed to ‘real’) human experience” (74). Harter and Thompson continue to praise The World According to Garp as “powerful and artistically satisfying” (74). It is, according to them an “unusual and brilliant book” (102)
The praise of Irving’s novel continues in the 1990’s, when Edward C. Reilly, albeit in less ecstatic terms, also praises Irving’s fourth novel. Like many others, he judges Garp to be “stylistically and artistically superior” (61) in comparison with the previous three novels. The novel is better, according to Reilly, because while Irving reintroduces “Irvingnesque setting, characters, themes, and techniques, these elements are more richly and fully integrated into the novel’s plot and depth” (61). Marking The World According to Garp as Irving’s “breakthrough novel,” (71) Josie Campbell praises “the richness of its many layers, the extraordinary flexibility and grace of its prose” (71).
Critics looking back on Garp in the 21st Century express mixed opinions. Harold Bloom, who edited a book on John Irving in 2001, has trouble appreciating the novel twenty years after its publication. In the introduction to John Irving, he calls his rereading of Garp “a mixed experience, since the novel itself is a rather eclectic mix. … As story, it has a singular exuberance, and remains readable, though essentially it is a period piece, as all of Irving’s novels and stories seem fated to become” (1). Already in 1982, Joseph Epstein foreshadows this critique in an article in which he explores the reasons for Irving’s popularity. Epstein concludes that Irving “is a generational writer – a writer attractive to readers of a certain age. It is the young – or rather the youngish – to who he appeals” (61). This theory seems to apply to Bloom, born in 1930, who is 71 when he writes his introduction. 




4.2 The Hotel New Hampshire

In 1981, three years after the publication of Garp, and only a year after the novel had won the prestigious National Book Award for best paperback novel of 1979, The Hotel New Hampshire is published. With his reputation firmly established after The World According to Garp’s success, Hotel becomes an instant bestseller. The book sells over 175,000 hardcover copies. However, “critically, the novel received mixed reviews” (Davis and Womack 14). 
 Campbell effectively captures the overall tone of the reviewers: “Reviewers and critics seem either to like the novel wholeheartedly or to condemn it outright” (87). Reilly agrees with Campbell that despite the immensely popular and commercial success, “at the same time, reviewers and critics were more [than with Garp] divided regarding the novel’s merits” (96). Indeed, after the enormous success of Garp this is the first time in Irving’s career that critics and scholars are so divided in their judgement of his work. 
The Hotel New Hampshire is a novel about the weird Berry family from New Hampshire. It is a family saga filled with fantastical, fairy tale elements. Father Win opens his first hotel in Dairy, where he raises, five children, along with his wife Mary.  Sex is a thrilling and disturbing adventure, as it is in Garp. Frank discovers he is homosexual, Franny is gang raped, and John has a difficult sexual relationship with an employee of the hotel. Win and Mary open a second hotel in Vienna, and two of their children die in a plane crash on their way to Europe.  After a difficult time in Vienna, the family returns to America. In New York City, John and Franny give in to their incestual sexual desires for each other. 
Lily, the writing daughter of the family, is not able to finish her family history, because she cannot write about the tragic plane crash. She commits suicide by jumping out of a hotel room window. The family moves back to New Hampshire, to open their third hotel. The hotel, however, functions as a rape-crisis centre. At the end of the novel, John celebrates the unity of his family through a “dreamlike parody of Fitzgerald’s final, moving words in The Great Gatsby” (Davis and Womack 13).
Personally, I think Hotel New-Hampshire lacks some of the power Irving put into Garp. However, again it is a wonderful story, with strange but convincing characters, and a great amount of black humour. Sometimes Irving’s repetition of symbolic lines such as ‘keep passing open windows’ bore you, but overall his style is pleasant. The obsession with violence and sexuality is even more present in this novel than in Garp, but again it is surprisingly acceptable in Irving’s novels. Through his wonderful plot, his storytelling ability, and his strong characterisation, Irving manages to keep his readers interested in this bizarre, macabre family. Especially the conclusion, though it is a bit too sentimental, fits the story perfectly, and provides it with a very satisfying end.
Many reviewers adore this Irving novel for its original, fairy-tale qualities, its energy, Irvingnesque elements, and its humour, and again the popular media are the first to publish raving reviews (Eliot Fremonth-Smith 35, Davies 1). R.Z. Sheppard who writes an extensive cover story “Life into Art” in Time Magazine shares their enthusiasm. Sheppard characterises the novel as “a startlingly original family saga that combines macabre humor with Dickensian sentiment and outrage at cruelty, dogmatism and injustice” (19). He also praises the “dazzling characterizations,” (“Life into Art” 20) its strong conclusion (21), “the fairy-tale quality of the novel” (21), and its “richly allusive fantasy and returns to reality refreshed and strengthened” (“Life into Art” 21).
Most academic reviews follow the enthusiastic reviews of the popular media. Nancy Walker in Critical Survey of Long Fiction Vol. IV and Gabriel Miller point at the Irvingnesque characteristics. However, they agree with the popular reviewers that the novel is not a mere copy of his previous work (Miller 128). The novel’s tone is “more assured, its humor more sophisticated, its presentation of life more realistic than in much of Irving’s other work” (Walker 1423). Miller even concludes that The Hotel New Hampshire “represents a marked departure from the fictional method of Irving’s previous work” (128). Hotel is “no longer within the parameters of the traditional novel,” (128) but his world becomes a bit grotesque and symbolic, yet it remains identifiable for his readers, which is his great strength (128 -129).
Benjamin DeMott writes a positive review in Atlantic Monthly of October 1981. According to DeMott, Irving’s fifth novel is “[a]n exceedingly dense and clever work, in sum” (DeMott 105). However, the scholar in DeMott also has some criticism on the novel and on the author. Besides the “frailty in the book’s emotional life,” (105) and Irving’s “disconcerting” (105) preoccupation with rape, he also feels “obliged to declare that John Irving does not strike me as a writer of significant intellectual dept” (105-106). DeMott echoes Griffin’s criticism on Irving when he reviewed Garp in the same magazine. Yet in his conclusion, DeMott has nothing but praise for the bestselling author. He compares Irving’s work with that of J.D. Salinger, Kurt Vonnegut and the Beatles; “like those performers at their best, this author is playful, tender, ebullient, by turns silly and sweet. And most important he has within him a strong idealizing tendency, which, at an hour when nothing is more conservatively chic than despising the ideal, deserves regard as precious” (106). 
Gene Lyons, writing for the intellectual left-wing magazine The Nation, praises the story-telling qualities Irving displays in The Hotel New Hampshire: “he can keep as many narrative balls in the air without dropping them as anyone in America now writing fiction” (278). However, Lyons continues, the book is “not only confusing but a boring novel” (278) because it “declines into mere Creative Writing. … Creative Writers don’t write about anything. … They wax creative” (278). 
Many critics, in both the academic and popular media, share Lyons’ criticism. Their main points of critique are the weak characters, the long windedness of the novel, and Irving’s obsession with violence. James Atlas, associate editor at The New York Times Book Review, accuses Irving of “a certain defensiveness,” (7.1) in trying to live up to the high expectations after Garp. Irving fails to match his success, because he is cannot decide between being fanciful or cruel, between being “a teddy or a grizzly” (7.1) bear. All Irving wants, Atlas concludes, is “to be liked” (7.1). The reviewer advises his readers to “better like him if we know what’s good for us,” (7.1) given Irving’s “obsession with the sordid and scatological, his abusive tirades against his own characters, his penchant for scenes of sudden violent death” (7.1). 
William Pritchard, who admired The 158-Pound Marriage in an earlier article for Hudson Review had not a good word to say about this novel in his review “Novel Discomforts and Delights”. Pritchard had his doubts about the novel even before he started to read it, because “[a]s a guardian of minority culture against mass civilisation and novelists who allow themselves to exploit it, I was accordingly predisposed against The Hotel New Hampshire, whose fishy title promised more high jinks” (159). Pritchard complains about the aggressive publicity campaign surrounding The Hotel New Hampshire. “Still,” Pritchard tells his readers, “nothing prepared me adequately for the really dreadful experience of sitting down and reading it, page after silly page” (159). 
The rest of Pritchard’s review is a long complaint against what he calls “scarcely a novel at all” (160), using words like “predictable,” (160) “crap,” (160) “awful,” (161) and “teenage monstrosity” (161) to describe the book.  Pritchard cannot detect humour in the novel, and he concludes that it is “one of the worst books ever” (161). He refers to Atlas’ last reviewing words, and agrees that he too refuses to be wrestled into liking Irving and the novel (161).
Scott Haller, for the academic Saturday Review, and Robert Towers are less harsh on the American author, but they too believe Hotel “lacks the urgency of Setting Free the Bears, the bitter-sweet wit of The 158-Pound Marriage, the sly set-ups of Garp” (Haller 31). Towers thinks that Irving, “[f]or the sake of a writer’s career” (12), should have written a novel that radically differs from Garp. Now, Irving invites the critics to use a good book – Garp – to belabour a poor one” (“Reservations” 15). According to Towers, the language in Hotel lacks the “confidence, the aphoristic precision, and the vivacity that are among the pleasures of [Garp]” (“Reservations” 14-15). Even by quoting at length from other authors, Irving cannot hide these stylistic deficiencies (15). 
Charles Nicol, who reviewed the book on 27 November 1981, agrees with Wolcott and Atlas’s review, in which they “found the right tone of mild disfavour and cautious respect” (“Happy Endings” 1428). He feels that success has “neither spoiled nor improved Irving” (“Happy Endings” 1428). Irving, Nicol admits, is a great storyteller, yet he keeps writing variations on the same themes, on a “small and idiosyncratic set of incidents” (“Happy Endings” 1428). He achieves, with this novel his main goal to entertain the “passive, receptive reader,” (“Happy Endings” 1429) but Nicol appears to be of a different kind.
Scholars and Irving critics who later reviewed the book are also divided in their judgement. Harter and Thompson signal, as many critics did before them, that Irving enters a new phase in his literary development (103). They also conclude that the novel “suffers from unnecessary length, some silliness … and from an uneasy inability to imbue sufficiently this fantasy world with profundity its weight it simply cannot bear” (125). However, they believe that The Hotel New Hampshire is “an interesting experiment” (125) to bring a different voice to the literary tradition of the American novel (125).
In hindsight, Reilly is more impressed with Irving’s fifth novel, and calls it the most complete novel in itself, and, therefore, “the settings are more related, the characters more interesting, and the themes and techniques more integrated and complex” (81). Irving has matured, according to both Reilly and Davis and Womack. The novel is more readable and better developed in symbols and metaphors than his previous (Reilly 97), and “hardly derivative in the same fashion as the ineffectual 158-Pound Marriage and its overt intertextual pandering” (Davis and Womack 12). 


4.3 The Cider House Rules

Four years after the publication of Irving’s second bestseller The Hotel New Hampshire, his sixth novel is released. The Cider House Rules is again on the New York Times bestseller list, and is the Book-of-the-Month Club’s summer selection in 1985. However, as Irving’s previous novel proved, popular success is no guarantee for critical praise. The reviews the sixth novel receives are mixed, and the reactions – positively or negatively – are more extreme than before. Although Davis and Womack claim that “[c]ritically, The Cider House Rules enjoyed rave reviews in the popular and scholarly press alike” (15), reviewers including Walter Clemons, Anthony Burgess and Roger Lewis, condemn the work in very strong terms. Other reviewers, on the other hand, admire the novel’s plot, engagement, themes, and narrative. Campbell, therefore, rightly concludes, “[l]ike Garp and The Hotel New Hampshire, the novel was widely, if not always positively, reviewed” (105).
	The Cider House Rules is a socially engaged story about abortion rights. The novel’s main characters are Dr. Larch, who runs St. Cloud’s orphanage and an illegal abortion clinic under the same roof. One of the orphans, Homer Wells, becomes his protégé, and is destined to continue Dr. Larch’s abortion practice. He learns to be a mid-wife, but refuses to perform abortions, because he believes a foetus possesses a soul. Homer leaves the orphanage, and joins the young Worthington household, where he works in the family’s apple orchard. He becomes close friends with Wally, but when Wally’s plane is missing over Burma in the Second World War, he has a child with Wally’s wife Candy. The baby-boy, Angel, is secretly born at St Cloud’s. When Wally returns paralysed, Homer and Candy claim they adopted Angel from the orphanage. The three in the Worthington house raise the boy. When he treats a girl who is raped by her father, Homer finally decides to do an abortion. At the end of the novel, Wells returns to St. Cloud’s where he helps young mothers to deliver their babies, or with an abortion, after Dr. Larch’s overdoses on ether. 
Again, Irving addresses rather controversial themes in his sixth novel. Abortion in the 1980’s was a difficult issue in America, and his book is very open and outspoken on the dilemmas surrounding it. I think Irving treats the issue with a lot of respect, without hesitating to make a clear pro-abortion statement in his novel. The rest of the book – the plot, its characters – is much less interesting. In Hotel and especially in Garp, you could really identify yourself with even the most bizarre characters. In The Cider House Rules you feel you never really connect with the main personages in the story. The humour in the book has lost the sharp edges it had in Garp, and the sentimentality of the final chapters of Hotel New Hampshire are all over the place in Irving’s sixth novel. Overall, I feel, the novel lacks the ardour and humour that made Irving’s previous books such a success. 
“[N]ot always positively” (Campbell 105) is an understated qualification of some of the reviews The Cider House Rules receives. Clemons calls the novel “a slog … with a ramshackle plot … which wanders off into soap operetta” (“Dr. Larch” 80) in his Newsweek review. He denounces the Irving sentimentality, which is hard to stomach, and warns the readers that the sugar content in some scenes “may be hazardous to your teeth” (“Dr. Larch” 80). Despite the relevant social theme, abortion legislation, Clemons concludes, “most of the novel is cosily confined to fantasy land” (“Dr. Larch” 80). Clemons also points at Irving’s big publishing contract with his publishing house, and bitterly remarks: “One never feels that this was a story that imperatively had to be told, except that Irving had a $1.3 million book contract to fulfil” (“Dr. Larch” 80). 
 Many critics in the academic press agree with Clemons. Burgess, from Atlantic Monthly thinks the book is too plain for six hundred pages, and lacks art, wit, irony and humour; qualities “desirable in fiction” (98). He longs “for tougher intellectual or aesthetic engagement than Mr. Irving is ready to give us” (98). The characters are “just not interesting enough” (98) and are “mostly animated pasteboard” (98). Clemons and Burgess however are very mild for Irving’s novel in comparison with Lewis’ verdict. The reviewer from a British left-wing magazine thinks The Cider House Rules is “a thick brick of a book” (29) that should be “thrown back through John Irving’s window” (29). 
Other reviewers are less harsh in their judgement of the novel. Both Paul Gray (81) and Benjamin DeMott (7.1) praise Irving’s courage to address the abortion issue. Gray also hails “Irving’s mastery of plot and pacing has never been more engagingly on display” (81). However, his characters are flawed, childlike and passive (81). Irving cannot compete with Dickens by telling a story in which the good will triumph; “the best Irving can offer is a tale that concludes with a few survivors who are not entirely maimed or deranged by what they have been through” (81). DeMott, praising Irving’s theme and public dimension, is less excited about Irving’s literary qualities: “Viewed in literary terms, The Cider House Rules is hardly without defect” (7.1). The novelist’s “often-deplored weakness for the cute and trendy,” (7.1) the unlikely narrative, wavering tone, and the graphic mode that “gives way to ghoulishness or bawdy,” (7.1) are “none negligible” (7.1) difficulties. Nevertheless, the struggle for abortion legislation makes this “John Irving’s first truly valuable book” (7.1).
In sharp contrast with several of their colleagues, some reviewers saw nothing but good in the novel. Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, from Time Magazine for example, praises Irving’s humour in the novel. Moreover, he concludes, “the familiar elements of the macabre, the violent and the cute all seem more controlled and pointed, more dedicated to the end of advancing Mr. Irving’s story toward a definite and coherent resolution” (“Cider House” C20). 
In hindsight, scholarly critics Harter and Thompson acknowledge that Irving’s treatment of this abortion conflict fails “to explore adequately the rich, if painful ambiguities of the issue” offering instead “a showy kind of concern for the subject itself” (137). In comparison with Garp, “‘lunacy and sorrow’ have been reduced to eccentricity and sadness” (143). In agreement with Clemons, Harter and Thompson miss the threat of the ‘Under Toad’ in this novel despite the novels polemic centre (126).




4.4 A Prayer for Owen Meany

Irving’s next book, A Prayer for Owen Meany, reinforces his link to Dickens and other Victorian novelists. Already in 1979, Irving writes an article in which he defends Charles Dickens’ sentimentality (Irving “Defence of Sentimentality”). Irving’s seventh novel is again of epic length. It alludes to many Victorian authors and to Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the d’Urbervilles specifically. His writing style, according to Davis and Womack, is very similar to the English master of the novel: “His recognition that the visceral, material accretion of detail is what represents the singularity of a setting or character complements his devotion to the novelistic forms of Charles Dickens, another master of such techniques” (174). The trend of mixed reviews, which initiated after Garp, also continues when A Prayer for Owen Meany is released.	
The novel tells the story of two boys, Owen Meany and John Wheelwright, who grow up together. The dramatic bildungsroman starts on the day Owen Meany kills his best friend’s mother with a stray ball hit in a Little League game. The two boys become great friends when they search for John’s father, who turns out to be the local minister of the church. However, the main plot of the novel centres around Owen’s predestined life. He is extremely small and light, and has a terribly high and screamy voice. Owen knows when and under what circumstances he will die. The narration, one long flashback by John, builds up to the moment of his death, when Owen dies saving Korean children from a bomb attack. 
The above summary of the novel is incomplete, because it is impossible to give a full overview of this impressive novel, doing justice to all its side stories, sub-plots and interesting events. The novel, in my opinion breaks with Irving’s characteristic themes of his previous three best sellers. Although the novel features bizarre characters, a complexly constructed plot, and has violence and sex in it, it has religion and faith as it central themes. Surprisingly, Irving’s familiar style works wonderfully with this new thematic approach. John is a weak protagonist, but the rest of the novel benefits from his weak position. He allows Owen to be the star of the novel, and he succeeds gloriously. As a reader, you are captivated, intrigued and touched by the little boy. No matter how bizarre things get, Irving manages to convince his reader of the story, as Owen convinces John of Christianity. Besides the complex and interesting character of Owen, the plot is superbly complex, as is the narrative. Irving’s foreshadowing is better than it has ever been, and a constant sensation of surprise hovers above the novel, as intensely as the ‘Under Toad’ flows beneath Garp.
A few months before the publication of the novel, Sybil Steinberg publishes a forecast on the book in which she described it as “a contrived, preachy, tedious tale,” (89) and a “meandering narrative” (90) that is “too mortally cute for its own good” (90). This criticism does not stop major U.S. newspapers to praise the novel in their reviews published days after the novel’s publication. Well known Times reviewer R.Z. Sheppard, who wrote a flattering cover story on Irving before, likes Irving’s new novel: “As usual, Irving delivers a boisterous cast, a spirited story line and a quality of prose that is frequently underestimated, even by his admirers” (“Message” 80). He criticises Irving for inviting “symbol hunters” (“Message” 80). Sheppard can imagine “college sophomores arguing over the meaning of a stuffed armadillo” (“Message” 80). However, “[t]o get lost in critical rummage,” (“Message” 80) according to Sheppard, “would be to miss the point” (“Message” 80).
Stephen King, a famous author himself, writes in the Washington Post that Irving, “who writes novels in the unglamorous but effective way Babe Ruth used to hit home runs, deserves a medal not only for writing this book but for the way he has written it” (X1). The novel, according to King, “is an amazingly brave piece of work,”(X1) despite “a few minor annoyances” (X1) including an extensive cast. King forgives Irving, praising his narrative gifts, his ability to create and breathe life into Owen Meany, and the “richly textured and carefully wrought world” (X1) of the novel. The sentiment, which Irving advocates and defends, is very present, but never “feels cheap or rings false” (X1).
Caryn James, New York Times reviewer, echoes King’s praise in her review three days later. She too admires the novel in the “Dickensian tradition that revels in colorful set pieces, blubbers with sentimentality, finds depth in cartoonish characters and teaches moral lessons” (22.3). James enjoys the “cunning series of Chinese boxes,” (22.3) the “powerful and satisfying conclusion,” the “energetic spirit,” (22.3) and Irving’s writing style: “with verve and gusto” (22.3) in this “extraordinary, so original, and so enriching” (22.3) novel. 
	Other critics, including academic William Pritchard and popular reviewer Robert Towers, point to the novel’s cuteness (Pritchard 37) and Irving’s qualities as “a master of narrated action” (Towers 31) in the novel. Towers has trouble to compare Irving with Dickens, because “Nowhere do we find the power, vision, or humor that would merit [such] comparison” (“The Raw” 31). He praises the sensational final pages and the “raw curiosity” (“The Raw” 31) Irving evokes, which will help the readers through the long and boring preliminaries. 
As with Irving’s previous novels, a substantial part of the reviewers worships his work. For A Prayer for Owen Meany that group includes many Canadian reviewers. Jay Scott and Paul Quarrington, reviewers from Canadian newspapers, praise the novel as Irving’s best novel to date (Scott par. 1, 11, Quarrington M3). Scott criticises “[c]ommentators who find the plot of this yuppie Dickensian novel too far-fetched, and who deem too cynical Irving's emphasis on the distressing tendency of fate to wreak vengeance on the innocent,” (par. 17) for being narrow-minded. Perhaps the partially Canadian setting of the novel and Irving’s residence in the country plays a part in this critical enthusiasm. 
Another striking detail is that many of Irving’s ‘positive’ critics are female. Isabel Quigley (17), Judith Timson (63), Carol Corlew (par. 1, 6), Katharina England (par. 9), and Josie Campbell (5) all praise the character’s cuteness, the novel’s humour and morality, the intricate plot, affecting story, the novel’s length and pleasant pace. Josie Campbell writes in her study of Irving’s fiction that A Prayer for Owen Meany is his “most profound novel to date [1998]” (5). With the notable exceptions of Steinberg, Gail Caldwell, and Wendy Steiner, female reviewers from both the intellectual and popular press are very fond of this book. Ironically, Welshwoman Jan Morris, who was born as James and had a sex change operation in 1972, gives the book a mixed review. She believes the novel “to be a work of a genius, but not quite what we have come to think of as a Great Novel” (31). Her main criticism is that the “book’s purpose is too random” (31). However, Morris concludes it is “mesmerically entertaining,” has an “absolutely irrepressible flow of invention and suggestion,” which is expressed “in some of the most fascinating prose written in fiction today” (31).  
Male reviewers are much more mixed, and more negative, in their judgements of the book. Andy Solomon, for example, criticises Irving’s writing style. According to Solomon, he “is no dazzling stylist, not even a concise one” (82). The reviewer says he is “charitable for the moment” not to call this prose Irving’s, but to blame “drab narrator” (82) Wheelwright. Solomon feels that the “moral sermonizing and John Wheelwright’s character yank the focus off the “fascinating Owen Meany” (82). However, despite its flaws, the novel “is still an absorbing, entertaining and even unforgettable book” (82).
Alfred Kazin, a reviewer for the New York Times and an accomplished novelist himself, has a problem with Irving’s excitement, and the miracles in the novel fail to “translate convincingly as fiction” (1.3). Kazin praises Irving for his well-known qualities as “an abundantly and even joyfully talented storyteller. He is a natural crowd pleaser, not at least because his values are simplistic, brilliantly cinematic in the way he positions good against evil. He can be very funny” (1.3).  However, Kazin has a problem with the earnest Irving, and the lack of irony in A Prayer for Owen Meany (3.1). The thinking behind the story seems “juvenile, preppy, is much too pleased with itself” (3.1) according to the reviewer. He concludes that the novel is on the same level Irving’s examples of “American superficiality, shoddiness, frivolity” (3.1) are. 
Boston Globe reviewer Gail Caldwell, winner of the Pulitzer Price for criticism in 2001, shares Kazin’s hesitations toward the “flabby and self-indulgent” (B16) novel. According to Caldwell, Irving expatiates on “micro-descriptive prose and day trips to utterly irrelevant territory” (B16). However, Caldwell concludes, Irving “has constructed Owen’s story so compellingly that this boy’s journey goes a long way toward overpowering the problems in the novel” (“Innocence Lost” B16).
Robert Wilson reviewed the novel for USA Today and he predicts that the novel will not be as big a success, critically and popularly, as Irving’s previous three novels. He praises Irving courage and success in making “questions of faith dynamic” (4D). The “ravings” (4D) about Vietnam and the Iran-contra affair, on the other hand, are “too obvious” (4D) and “a bad graft on the rest of his story” (4D). However, he concludes, it is a “worthy book nonetheless” (4D). Reviewers also felt the novel, although its end is rewarding, has a very slow start (Caldwell B16, Wilson 4D). John Clarke, Sunday Mail reviewer, even accuses Irving of “writing for writing’s sake” (par. 10), because much of the novel, which is too long, is irrelevant.
In Great Britain, reviewers were quite negative on Irving’s Dickensian novel. Stephen Games, Peter Kemp, and Chris Petit judged that Irving lacked “intellectual hardware” (Games par. 11) to deserve a comparison with Thomas Hardy, and criticise Irving’s commercial goals, cuteness, and freakish hero. Games points to the fact that the copyright for the novel is vested in Garp Enterprises Limited (par. 11). Petit believes Irving is “weak on popular culture,” (par. 2) and has a “fastidious appreciation of European writers” (par. 3). These remarks are irrelevant to the quality of the book, and the reviewers do not contribute to a good analysis or discussion of the novel. They mock Irving’s writing qualities, and Petit even suggests the novel is written to be dismantled by students (par. 1). 
Some of the American colleagues were very critical as well. Peter S. Prescott, Newsweek journalist, warns his readers for more freakish, Hotel New Hampshire-like characters (64). Wendy Steiner, in Times Literary Supplement, presents her readers with a scathing judgement of the book, which, cannot decide between a “folksy Bildungsroman …, a full-scale Christian/Freudian allegory, or a commentary on American politics” (535). Besides the unappealing narrative, and tedious passages, Steiner observes that the tone of A Prayer for Owen Meany annoys her most, because it “oscillates between 1960s ranting and a sentimentalized Proust; its 543 pages have all the subtlety of a wholegrain madeleine” (535).
	Irving scholars who later review the book are more sympathetic to his seventh novel. Reilly, for example, calls “his examination of faith and miracles is troubling and thought provoking” (143). It is a break, thematically, with his earlier novels, and surprisingly contains no bears, Vienna, or rapes (Reilly 121). According to Reilly it is a novel about faith and miracles, these themes form “the novel’s core and controls the setting, characters, themes, and literary techniques” (121). 




4.5 The Big Breakthrough

The World According to Garp was the big breakthrough novel Irving hoped it would be. This time, not only the critics were enthusiastic; the large reading audiences loved it as well. Due to a quite aggressive marketing campaign and some positive reviews in the popular press, the readers, and undoubtedly more reviewers, discovered the book, thus creating a mass hype. Some academic reviewers and critics, though, complained about the overwhelming promotion events surrounding the novel. Yet, most praised Irving’s writing skills, especially his storytelling, humour, and bizarreness pleased reviewers and readers alike.
Garp’s success raised high expectations for his next novel, The Hotel New Hampshire. The critical response to Irving’s fourth novel was mixed. Popular media again mostly admired his new novel. Praising the strong storytelling, humour, fairy tale qualities, and inspiring characters. Critics who disliked the novel have two types of arguments to support their opinion. Firstly, they blamed Irving’s weak writing: they agreed the novel is a stylistic chaos, strongly disliked the weak characters, the longwinded and tedious plot, and had a problem with Irving’s obsession with violence. Whether you personally agree with them or not, their arguments are valid, because they focussed on textual issues. Besides the technical flaws, reviewers also scorned the novel and the author with irrelevant arguments. This attack on Irving as a person, his alleged lack depth and intellect, his promotional campaign, and success with the mass public is unjust. It has very little to do with his literary work, and it disdains him for not fitting in with the academic, post-modernistic milieu the critics belong to. In hindsight however, Irving scholars and critics, although they acknowledge some flaws, generally regarded the novel as a maturing step in Irving’s career. 
The third book discussed in this chapter, The Cider House Rules, further polarised the reviewers into two camps. Irving’s readers unconditionally liked the book, and it became Irving’s third bestseller. The negative reviews of the novel, however, criticised Irving harsher than ever before. The novel is too cute, too sentimental, has weak characters, and is too predictable, according to his critics. Others who criticised the book, made a clear distinction between the well-chosen theme, and the style, which they disliked. In general, the arguments they used are valid, because they focus on the strength of the characters, the plot, and the stylistic qualities of the novel. Again, however, some reviewers reproached Irving for his lack of intellectual and aesthetic engagement, his marketing strategies, and condemned the book as superficial. Reviewers, who liked the novel, praised the Irvingnesque combination of macabre and humoristic elements. Looking back, Irving critics gave the book an important place, similar to The Hotel New Hampshire, in Irving’s development. Despite some flaws, they saw a maturing process. 
A Prayer for Owen Meany completes the most successful phase of Irving’s career so far. Once more, a record-breaking sell, Irving’s seventh novel was a great popular success. The mass audience, and many reviewers, loved his storytelling, his bizarre and cute characters, and the plotting of his novels. Critics, however, objected to the novels superficiality. Acknowledging him as a great storyteller, the negative reviews pointed at the novels lack of intellectual base, its sentimentality, and its excessive length. Some reviewers suggested Irving is writing for writing’s sake, and the novel lacks speed. They claimed Irving has a weak spot for popular culture, and his books miss depth. Many other reviewers, however, hailed Irving as the 20th Century Dickens. Also in retrospect, critics and scholars liked A Prayer for Owen Meany, and found it a thought-provoking novel, which inspires many.  
In this chapter, I have discussed the four novels that are generally regarded as Irving’s literary masterpieces. The World According to Garp was liked by virtually everyone, critics, scholar, journalist and readers alike. After that success, the response to Irving’s work became increasingly mixed and harsh. Reviews used both stylistic, technical arguments, and popular, commercial arguments to praise or attack his work. A great storyteller on the one hand and a commercial, long-winded novelist on the other, Irving’s career was surrounded with dispute. His next novel would take that discussion to the next level.


5. The Downfall: Success with One Novel

5.1 A Son of the Circus

Since the enormous success of The World According to Garp, every Irving novel reached the bestsellers lists. Critical response may have been mixed, but Irving established a vast and loyal audience of millions around the world. His eighth book A Son of the Circus is no exception to the rule. Five years after the publication of Owen Meany, it becomes an instant bestseller, but the critics trash it. Davis and Womack call it in their 2004 introduction “easily Irving’s most poorly received novel since his tremendous post-World According to Garp success” (17). The plot, according to them is “labyrinthine” (17) and “multifarious” (17), overall, the novel is “flawed” (18).
	Main character in A Son of the Circus is Dr. Farrokh Daruwalla, an Indian surgeon who studies the forms and origins of dwarfism as a hobby. In his spare time, Daruwalla writes screenplays. Much of the plot centres on the murder of Mr. Lal, and the Vinod family of circus dwarfs. Numerous subplots involve John D., de surgeons adopted younger brother, and Dr. Lal’s suspected murderer. In the end, an American hippie girl called Nancy, a second murder, and the Vivod family help to merge all the subplots, reunite John D. with his twin brother, unmask the killer, and offer the displaced Dr. Daruwalla a new place to work. The novel ends with a Garp-like episode, recounting the post-narrative experiences of the main characters of the novel.
I have to agree with the critics when they judge the book to be chaotic, overcrowded and weak. The characters to me are completely uninteresting, and the many subplots distract you from the complex main plot. The novel lacks pace, humour, and pep, elements so characteristic for Irving’s previous novels. Nothing remarkable, touching, funny, bizarre, or shocking, manages to make a definite impression on the reader. All the events and plots, and there are many of them, are forgettable and quickly replaced by the next incident. The final episode of the novel reminds the reader of Garp, but by making that comparison after reading both novels, A Son of the Circus is not half as good as Irving’s masterpiece.
Right after A Son of the Circus was published, in 1994, reviewers in both the academic and popular press are harsh in their verdicts. An anonymous reviewer in trade magazine Publishers Weekly, for example, calls Irving’s “long-waited eight novel, … generally a tedious affair: lacking suspense; devoid of energetic or lyric prose; sometimes verging on farce and other times almost as lethargical as the sultry atmosphere of Bombay, where it is set” (“A Son of the Circus” 51). The sturdy narrative is only able to engage the reader in the last hundred pages, and according to the reviewer “that may not be soon enough to satisfy those yearning for a seductive story” (“A Son of the Circus” 51).
Paul Gray, who reviewed other Irving novels before, thinks Irving “takes manic, manipulative narration too far” (“Circus” 80) in this novel. His main criticism is the explicit, too strong, narrative control, which turns “the characters into puppets” (“Circus” 80). Consequently, the characters vanish “within the intricacies of his [Irving’s] attention” (“Circus” 80). Almost all reviewers dislike the too complicated, regressive, chaotic plot with its numerous side stories (Gray 80, Towers 22, Dachslager 18, and Kirn 113). The characters are also widely criticised for their incoherence and plainness (Towers 22, Johnson 11). Earl L. Dachslager adds to this criticism that, whether Irving intended it to be or not, “a sort of post-modern parody, resembles nothing less than a three-ring circus” (in Davis and Womack 18). Despite the flaws, Towers admits, it is also Irving’s “most entertaining novel since Garp” (“A Son of the Circus” 1)
A few reviewers did enjoy Irving’s novel. Laurel Graeber for example, from The New York Times Book Review, decides Irving succeeds to stress the “novel’s realism, despite its fantastical twists” (82). Glen Gabbard, writing for the American Journal of Psychotherapy, enjoyed reading A Son of the Circus. He praises the novelist’s “usual flair for interweaving diverse subplots into a coherent narrative, [with which] Irving creates a story that is part murder mystery, part morality tale” (1821). Although he thinks Irving’s “foray into etiology and pathogenesis strains credulity” (1821), Gabbard observes the killer subplot “is highly absorbing and readable” (1821). 
Sharon Locy, from America, sees how A Son of the Circus has to do with identity in an increasingly alienating and isolating world. The “circus presents a metaphor for human life that considers both its imperfections and its hopes,” (27) she observes. Finally, an anonymous review in the London Economist, names the novel book of the month in October 1994. The reviewer judges “Mr. Irving” to be “at the peak of his powers in this new novel,” (121) because “[t]he author knows what he is doing from first to last, and handles the dozens of strands of his plot with exuberant ease” (121). The review concludes, “The Son of the Circus is entertainment on a grand scale” (121). 
Davis and Womack argue that A Son of the Circus is a flawed book, and certainly not one of Irving’s best novels (17-18). According to them, the horrific, over complex plot is one of the main reasons for its failure. With the crime plot, Irving tries to merge “the narrative’s seemingly disparate plots and subplots,” (17) but the “convoluted admixture of genres” (17) proves hard to unify.




5.2 A Widow for One Year

Four years after A Son of the Circus, Irving publishes his ninth novel titled A Widow for One Year. Again, the novel is an enormous commercial success: it sells an astonishing 300,000 hardcover copies in the America alone (Davis and Womack 18). Remarkably, despite a few very stingy reviews, critics generally receive the novel with enthusiasm. After the heavy criticism on A Son of the Circus, Irving thus makes a very successful comeback with A Widow for One Year.
	The novel follows main character Ruth Cole through three phases in her life. Ruth is a four-year-old child at the beginning of the novel. Her parents are not able to cope with the accident that killed her older twin brothers. Ruth’s father, a children’s book writer, alcoholic and adulterer, hires Eddie, a young assistant, mainly to fulfil his wife’s sexual desires. Ruth’s mother, Marion, after having an affair with Eddie, leaves the family, taking with her all the photographs from Thomas and Timothy, to start her writing career under a pseudonym in Toronto. Ruth is left with her father, forced to imagine the photographs, and attach her own story to them. 
	Ruth grows up to be a successful novelist, and during a visit to Amsterdam, she witnesses the killing of a prostitute by a customer. This event is a catalyst for many important things in her life. She anonymously helps to find the killer, marries her editor, who dies of a heart attack shortly after the marriage, and she has a son Graham. After the publication of a new novel, Dutch detective Harry Hoekstra recognises details of the murder of the prostitute, and he arranges a meeting with Ruth. The novel ends, traditionally, with (re)unions. Harry and Ruth marry, Marion and Ruth are united, as are Ruth’s parents, who still love each other.
After Owen Meany and Garp, A Widow for One Year is by far Irving’s best novel. The book tells a wonderful story, has a coherent plot, and is written in a more mature style than any of Irving’s previous novels, including Garp and Owen Meany,. Although it is a long novel, after finishing it you want more. The ease with which Irvin sketches his rich characters and interesting situations allows the reader to dive into the wonderful narrative. Although I did not like main character Ruth particularly well – she strikes me as too edgy, too masculine – the other characters are wonderful. Violence, sex, and writers again play an important role in this novel, which shows that these themes bring out Irving’s best writing.
Book reviewers in newspapers and magazines widely praise the novel for its mature style, rich narrative, complex main character, suspense, and humour. Despite the lack of bears and wrestling, and a female protagonist, the novel is Irvingnesque according to most reviewers, and a reminder of Irving’s heyday novel The World According to Garp. Again, reviewers draw a comparison with Dickens, but this time Irving can take it. According to Lee Ann Sandweiss, Irving is even better. Dickens rewrote his most famous novel Great Expectations because of critiques, but Irving’s A Widow for One Year, Sandweiss thinks, is “a masterpiece of mature and generous vision that requires no revision” (5).
Major newspaper The New York Times reviews Irving’s ninth novel very positively as well. Mel Gussow, on April 28, describes it as “a richly textured narrative” (“A Novelist” E.1). Michiko Kakutani, also a book reviewer for the Times, writes a rave review on Irving’s A Widow for One Year. Calling it “Mr. Irving’s most entertaining and persuasive novel since his 1978 best seller, The World According to Garp” (“Randomness” D4) he praises the novel’s “bizarre coincidences, multiple plot lines, lengthy digressions and stories within stories” (“Randomness” D4). Reviewers praise the combination of old fashioned storytelling and modern fiction (Kakutani D4), and they think it is his best novel to date (Langley 11, Pritchard par. 9, Timson 49), or at least since Garp (Campbell D4, Gray par.1, Griffin 5F, Gussow E1, Hendricks G4). 
They praise his great plot and mature storytelling. Regretfully, Gray observes, a lot has changed since Garp and “serious fiction has been elbowed ever further toward the fringes of popular culture” (par. 1). The worship Garp once received, according to Gray, “now goes to sitcoms and celebrities” (par. 1), a theme Irving incorporates in his story. Gray especially likes Irving’s use of suspense (par. 7). Gray concludes his review with a point of criticism on Irving’s style of telling a story. His method “has its sometimes irritating limitations” (par. 11), because as a reader you are watching often ignorant characters, and Irving “spends a lot of time describing what his characters do not know” (par. 11).
Other major U.S. newspapers also give the novel good reviews. Owen McNally, Chicago Sun reviewer, describes A Widow for One Year as a novel with a “swift, entertaining pace” (18) and as a “comic salvo for the lucky reader” (18). Kurt Jensen, who writes for the Boston Globe, thinks Widow is “an astonishingly whole, vigorous novel” (“Absent” D1) with a “magnificent heart and adventurous imagination” (“Absent” D1). Patrick Beach writes in The Austin American Statesman that A Widow for One Year is “Irving’s most overtly psychological novel to date” (“Irving’s Plot” D6). He praises Irving’s creation of Ruth: “intensely nuanced character” (“Irving’s Plot” D6). 
 Some critics, including Irving’s fellow writer Tom Wolfe, however, dislike the novel. Their main criticism on A Widow for One Year is the novel’s lack of plot, and its hyperactive style. According to English professor Lewis A. Turlish, Irving fears “a lapse in intensity” (in Davis and Womack 19), and he describes his style to “listening to an adolescent’s account of his trip to the mall,” (20) it is full of incomprehensible anxiety, and it is hectoring and insistent. Turlish would have liked the book better “without all the shouting” (20).
Contemporary American novelist Tom Wolfe echoes Turlish’ opinion in his very harsh comments on Irving’s writing in general and his novel A Widow for One Year in particular. In the introduction to their book, Davis and Womack quote a Wolfe review of the novel. Wolfe mocks the novel’s dominating inaction: “At one point,” Wolfe writes, Irving’s characters “leave the house! They get in a car! They’re driving through a nearby hamlet ... and I’m begging them to please stop – park next to the SUVs and German sedans and have a soda at the general store … do something – anything” (in Davis and Womack 20). Wolfe’s disapproval of Irving’s work leads to a fierce row between the two authors. Irving responds to Wolfe’s criticism on him and his colleagues John Updike and Norman Mailer in a television show. He calls Wolfe “a bad writer … who can’t create a character or a situation,” and writes “yak” (“Irving on Wolfe” par. 30). He continues in this interview with host Evan Solomon that Wolfe’s sentences make him “gag” (“Irving on Wolfe” par. 42), and that he would carve up his language if he was “teaching fucking freshman English” (“Irving on Wolfe” par. 42).
Of course, Wolfe reacts to this criticism, and he uses the same television show to call the dispute “a wonderful tantrum” (“The Feud Continues” par. 2). A few weeks after Irving’s performance, Wolfe takes his revenge, by stating Irving and the other two writers simply panic when they read his work, because they are not engaged in the world around them. Furthermore, Wolfe claims to be the author who is compared to Dickens all the time. Knowing Irving admires the novelist, he figures that must “gnaw at him terribly” (“Tom Wolfe Calls” par. 5).
Pritchard, in his review, comes to Irving’s defence. He believes Irving’s genius is obvious, but “he has never quite been taken seriously by readers who take seriously Pynchon or Roth, DeLillo or Morrison. He is pigeonholed, rather, as an entertaining writer, inclined toward cuteness and sentimentality, whose fiction lacks intellectual and emotional complexity” (“No Ideas!” par. 1). 
Besides this ugly public argument between the two authors, there has been a bit more negative criticism on A Widow for One Year. Christopher Bush praises Irving’s “vibrant” characters, but he believes “they stand in need of a compelling theme or plot” (in Davis and Womack 20). Kim Groves and Candia McWilliams, two female reviewers, have a problem with Irving’s female protagonist Ruth. She shows “Irving’s discomfort with female character” (GermovsekG8), and is “a creative disaster” (McWilliams par. 11). Ruth, according to the critics is an “energetic, verbally naive, powerful and oddly unsophisticated author” (McWilliam par. 12). Moreover, McWilliam writes, the novel lacks humour, and the author “is fatally drawn to slapstick” (par. 12). Irving needs to concentrate on the miraculous, because that is what he is good at, according to the reviewer (par. 12). He is, however, incapable “to resist unfunny comedy” (par. 12). The novel’s major flaw, however, is the author’s “extensive foreshadowing” (G8), according to Germovsek. Nevertheless, the reviewer concludes, the novel deserves a place on her bookshelf between Owen Meany and Garp (G8). 
In retrospect, Davis and Womack believe “A Widow for One Year (1998) is a much more fully realized entry in his fictive canon – and particularly in comparison to the flawed A Son of the Circus” (18). Although it never reaches narrative qualities of Irving’s best novels (they include The World According to Garp, The Hotel New Hampshire, and The Cider House Rules), the novel is “a stylistic triumph” (18). The author’s “powers as a creative tactician are in full bloom” (18).
Finally, in her overview of Irving’s career, a book which was published along with Irving’s novel in 1998, Campbell believes it to be “his riskiest and most experimental novel to date” (161), because of the female protagonist and the mixture of different forms of fiction (161-62). A successful experiment, according to Campbell, because it gives “readers the opportunity to explore characters, cross boundaries and envision new horizons” (162). The strengths of the novel are Irving’s presentation of “a narrative of traditional power structures … in such a way that the reader is invited to explore the narrative and call it into action” (161). Campbell, like many other reviewers, points to the Dickensian link, and calls Irving “a self-acknowledged follower of nineteenth-century literary tradition” (161). 


5.3 The Fourth Hand

Within three years after his successful novel A Widow for One Year was published, Irving launches a new novel titled The Fourth Hand. The novel is surprisingly short, ‘only’ 316 pages, for an Irving work of fiction. Perhaps, because the novel was written while Irving was preparing for his next big project, what would be his eleventh novel Until I Find You. He put that later project aside to complete this comic novel. 
	The Fourth Hand is a love story centring on broadcast journalist Patrick Wallingford, who loses his hand to a lion live on television when he is reporting in India. In America, Patrick meets Doris who offers him her dead husband’s hand. Patrick will become the first to receive a hand transplant. Doris seduces Patrick before the surgery, and she demands visiting rights to her late husband’s hand. At the end, Patrick’s body rejects the transplant hand, but the relationship between Patrick and Doris continues. Moreover, the journalist feels some sort of mystical power in his fourth, non- existing, hand.
The book is fun to read, but the story itself is not very interesting. As a reader, you are not bored and constantly entertained with funny incidents, rather bizarre characters, and more or less relevant side stories. Nothing of it all, however, leaves a lasting impression. After finishing the book, you feel you have missed the point, the overall idea behind the novel, because there seems to be none. It is a dramatic novel, but the characters fail to convey the drama. It is very difficult to like Patrick, the main character, and even more difficult to sympathise with Doris. Moreover, the usually very rich plots in Irving’s texts are almost absent in his tenth novel. The very meagre plot is too thin to fill even his shortest book. Irving’s constant criticism on American television is one of the very few things that sticks with you after you have read the book.
After the good reviews for his last novel, his tenth book, again receives largely negative reviews. Reviewers from the popular press almost all agree on the lightness of the work and the lack of unity, and many believe it is his weakest novel to date (Charles 18, Goldenberg F4, Sandstrom 11I, and Greenwood 1). Davis and Womack reflect on the criticism of the reviewers in their introduction to The Critical Response to John Irving. They believe “this criticism [on the novel’s light tone] may say more about their expectations for what an Irving novel ought to do, than the quality of work Irving actually produced” (20). The Fourth Hand is, according to the scholars, a return to his earlier work, which explores the dysfunction of relationships, and the catastrophic consequences the dysfunction can bring about (20). They admit the novel “quickly moves form one comic grotesque scene to another” (20). However, they conclude, “at its heart, the novel is a serious love story” (20).
Another important critique on the novel is the overload of information and side stories, which make the book confused and lacking direction. Jeff Giles, for example, thinks the novel is too crowded: Irving is “like an air-traffic controller with 20 planes in the air and no idea which one to land next” (par. 3). In addition, Jeff Baker says Irving’s “toothless new novel starts as a farce and ends as a love story, with many digressions” (E7). He also believes the novel is “confused” (E7), a comment about the novel’s lack of direction he shares with many reviewers (Greenwood 1; Matthews 19E; Sandstorm 11I and Wynn 61). 
Critics also miss a kind of engagement in the novel. Tom Jackson says, “Irving tells this story from a distance, lacking the characteristic texture that made previous novels rollicking, touching and unforgettable” (4). In addition Kim Germovsek, although she admits “Irving writes masterfully, captivatingly well” (G9), concludes the reader never is “emotionally invested” (G9) in the novel. Wayne Judkins believes the novel simply lacks soul (6).
 Michiko Kakutani judges this book as a “glib and unnourishing novel” (par. 1). Kakutani continues that the novel is “an illustration of his exclamatory style and penchant for calamity and dysfunction” (par. 2). That, according to Kakutani, confirms the criticism Irving has received on his writing before; “that it is sentimental and sensationalistic, lurid and melodramatic; that it exaggerates the unseemly and the tragic for purposes of entertainment” (par. 2). In other words, The Fourth Hand is everything some critics accused Irving’s other texts to be. Kakutani also misses coherence in the novel, which is nothing more than “a collection of farcical episodes strung haphazardly together” (par. 4). According to Kakutani, the story is not only “a lot of mystical mumbo jumbo” (par. 9), in conclusion it is also “talky and singularly unsatisfying” (par. 9). Time Magazine reviewer Paul Gray says it is annoying that “Irving keeps interrupting his narrative with little parenthetical explanations” (par. 5). Gray dislikes Irving’s habit to comfort the reader constantly, and to make sure his audience picks up every single nuance (par. 5). He begs Irving: “Hush, please, we’re trying to read!” (par. 5) 
“The plot,” according to Boston Globe’s Gail Caldwell, “is thin as consommé … switching between farce and sentimental realism” (D3). In comparison with Irving’s other work, this novel is weak (D3): “It’s a cartoon posing as a novel, victim to the same shallow cynicism it seeks to expose” (D3). Countless other reviewers share this criticism. Ron Charles believes the novel is “grotesque” (18), and “reads like a parody of misogynist preoccupations” (18).
Richard Eder from the New York Times Book Review is more gentle in his judgement, but he too mentions “awkward mysticism: a stolidly foreshadowing dream and a character who is or is not real but is tedious either way” (12). He also sees improvements in comparison to Irving’s earlier work, namely the “novel’s newly reasonable length, though even here Irving rattles around in more spaces than he uses” (12). The biggest compliment however goes to the final section of The Fourth Hand, which, according to Eder, is surprisingly good because Irving is able to make “the far-fetched not only human but moving” (12).
 As often with Irving’s novels, some reviewers completely disagree with the general opinion among literary critics and reviewers. They praise the novel’s “rich and deeply moving tale” (Bohjalian T4, but also Changon C1, Guinn 6, Klise 10), and the “cast of freaky but merry characters” (Changon C1, but also Guinn 6, Langley 10, Klise 10) it contains. Greg Langley even judges it to be “Irving’s best writing in a long while” (10), and his “most readable book and one of his funniest” (10) novels. Most reviewers, even though they review The Fourth Hand positively, also recognise it flaws.  Chris Bohjalian of The Washington Post admits some parts are “needlessly long (and long-winded)” (T4), and Greg Changon acknowledges that the story sometimes “strains credibility” (1C), and “[m]otivations are sometimes blurry and other times too obvious” (1C).
Mel Gussow unconditionally praises Irving’s shortest work of fiction to date, calling it “a darkly comic novel” (“Unlikely Ink” 1). Finally, USA Today’s Bob Minzesheimer thinks Irving wrote a great love story (“Round of Applause” 1D). The novel is “moving in many directions” (“Round of Applause” 1D), and the “sum may not be greater than its parts, but it’s worth reading, if only for the best parts” (“Round of Applause” 1D).
Surprisingly, the very few academic journals who review the book are also quite positive on this novel. Jess Zaleski from Publisher’s Weekly, for example, likes Irving’s novel for the way in which Irving spins “a grotesque incident into a dramatic story brimming with humor, sexual shenanigans and unexpected poignancy” (46). He admits Irving is “not aiming for a grand statement in this novel” (46), nevertheless, it is a “high level of American gothic comedy” (46). In conclusion, Zaleski states this novel is fast paced, crisp, and refreshingly short: it “will do more than please Irving’s numerous fans--it will garner him new ones” (46).
Doug McClemont from trade magazine Library Journal thinks it is an “enjoyable” (216) story, which is “expertly sentimental” (216). However, when the story turns to real-life events, such as JFK Jr.’s plane crash, it becomes disappointing and a “Tom Wolfe-type reportage that we certainly don’t look for from Irving” (216). Perhaps even more disappointing, according to McClemont, “is that the protagonist is motivated primarily by shockingly unoriginal doubts about and eventual disdain for the news media’s morbid coverage of world events. Irving’s fiction is often moral in its own way, but the moral has never come so close to obscuring the narrative as in this book” (216). McClemont concludes that The Fourth Hand will not be “the fiction for which he’ll be remembered” (216).





5.4 Until I Find You

Irving’s latest novel, Until I Find You, was published in 2005. With a paperback version of 839 pages, it is his longest novel to date. As with his previous novels, most notably with A Son of the Circus and The Fourth Hand, the overwhelming majority of the reviewers condemn the novel. Their main arguments, in this case, are the novel’s length, style, the hollowness of its main character Jack Burns, and the perverseness of the story. Only a few reviewers, including Greg Langley, appreciate Irving’s eleventh book.
Until I Find You is a classical bildungsroman, following the life of Jack Burns starting when he is a four-year-old kid, travelling with his mother through northern Europe to find his father. His mother tells Jack he is a womanizer, and has caused many girls a lot of pain. This hangs over Jack as a shadow throughout his childhood, since people keep telling him how much he resembles his dad. After this first section, Jack goes to an all-girls school in Toronto, where several older girls and women sexually abuse him. Jack also has a good time at St. Hilda’s, because he is the star actor in almost every school play staged. 
After fourth grade, Jack leaves for Redding, an all-boys boarding school in Maine. There he becomes a fairly successful wrestler. After his happy time in Redding, with only a few sexual relationships with older women, including the headmaster’s wife, Jack goes to college in New Hampshire, and soon becomes a famous actor. Since his childhood, he has a very close friendship with Emma, also one of his molesters. Moreover, Jack’s mother and Emma’s mother are lovers, and live in the same house in Canada. Emma becomes a successful novelist, and lives with Jack in a house in Hollywood. 
After her tragic death, Emma leaves Jack a film script of her debut novel, Jack further adapts it, and wins an Oscar for best-adapted film script. Jack, on his return to Europe, discovers it was his mother who was lying and damaging relationships during their time in Europe. At the height of his fame, Jack finds his father, and his half-sister, in Zurich. 
Until I Find You is an incredibly long, slow starting, and sometimes disgusting novel. The first couple of hundred pages are ultimately boring, and, together with the gross descriptions of child-abuse scenes, provide reason enough to put the novel down. The loyal, patient reader, the one who struggles through the endless descriptions of Scandinavian cities, churches, tattoo-parlours, dubious men, sexual activities, organs, and schoolgirls, will be rewarded in the end, with a little bit more pace. However, the final section, in which Jack finds his father in his quest for normalcy, cannot make up for the novel’s beginning- and middle-sections. The vulgar theme of child abuse is distasteful, although Irving proved in his previous novels that he can handle sex and violence superbly. Moreover, the main character, Jack Burns fails to arouse any emotion in the reader. You cannot like him, you cannot trust him – you cannot trust anyone in this novel – but you cannot hate him either. The weak characterisation detaches the novel even further from its readers. An almost 840 pages read, without really getting involved, makes it a difficult novel to finish.
The summary of the plot is of course incomplete, since, as is Irving’s style, the novel elaborates on many details, side stories and minor characters. Karen Sandstrom points this out in her review “Thick Rambling Novel Spreads Irving Too Thin”. She calls Until I Find You “a diluted story, a 350-page novel told in more than twice that space. Irving takes the reader on too many inconsequential trips and introduces too many forgettable bit players” (H4). Many reviewers share her opinion that the novel is too long and over-detailed (Eberhart par. 4, par. 8, Kakutani par. 5, Leonard 81, Ogle 6, Weinberg par. 1). Patrick Beach, appreciates the final part of the book, but he wishes Irving’s editor “would have said something, anything. ‘This book is 100,000 words too long’ comes to mind” (Beach par. 2). Paul Gray (1) and Gregory Miller (1) echo Beach in his comment that the book is too long despite a good finish. Greg Johnson’s suggestion for “a more appropriate title” (4L) for the book is Until I Finish You.
Many reviewers criticize Irving’s main character Jack Burns. They have a problem “to get emotionally invested in movie star Jack Burns” (Minzesheimer 4D, but also Kakutani par. 9, Hayes 7J), because he is unpleasant and “personality free” (Sandstrom H4). The other characters are unpleasant and underdeveloped as well (Adair, 6P and Jensen E9). Another frequently noted comment on the book is the way “Irving puts the plot on autopilot” (Neumaier 18). Michael Kakutani and Boston Globe’s Kurt Jensen (E9) also note “there is something lackadaisical and weary about this entire novel. Not only is it hideously overstuffed at more than 800 pages, but it also feels as though it had been written on automatic pilot” (Kakutani par. 5). Sandstrom remarks that the “magical alchemy of plot, character and psychology that Irving brought to the best of his earlier tales is nowhere to be found” (H4).
Besides the rambling plot, the length of the novel and its weak characters, most reviewers also have a problem with the perverse theme of the novel: child abuse. In “Oddities and Ends,” Boston Globe’s Kurt Jensen says the book has an “extraordinary aesthetic banality” (Jensen E9). Michael D. Langan for example, not only finds the novel “an overlong, sordid, conflicting set of stories about child abuse and recovery” (G7), he thinks Irving’s “new novel veers perilously close to soft porn” (G7). Some reviewers, including Kim Crow, even say in their articles it was a “nearly unbearably uncomfortable reading” (Crow J4), besides that Crow finishes, the novel is “a rambling, unsatisfying story of monumental dysfunction” (J4). Ellen Whinnett agrees with her critical colleagues, that there is “something distasteful about the story” (B13), and Martha Mendoza has a problem with the book’s “dour themes” (H14). Moreover, though Mendoza praises Irving’s style, she concludes the novel is “difficult to read, simply too sad, too graphically perverse, … grim” (H14), and “never vital or spry” (H14).
The fact that Irving himself was sexually abused by an older woman when he was eleven years-old, makes it even more painful to read. Joe Neumaier, for example, thinks the author is “led astray by his obsessions” (18). Bill Adair even wishes Irving never published the painful story, because it is “Irving’s long road to nowhere” (6P). Bob Minzesheimer, alluding to the autobiographical content and Jack’s frequent visits to his psychiatrist, suggests that in this case the “therapy for the writer may be less helpful for the reader” (“Irving Sprawl” 4D). Ron Hayes imagines it must have been a difficult novel to write. However, he judges it is “equally painful to plow through” (7J). Besides the subject, the tedious novel also has annoying punctuation and it is “grotesque without being charming” (7J), according to Hayes. The reviewer wonders if there is “any other living novelist who’s so good when he’s good [Garp, Cider House, Owen Meany, Widow], and so bad when he’s bad [Circus, Fourth Hand, Until I Find You]?” (7J).
Perhaps not surprisingly, considering the novels theme, reviewers remark “there are precious few actual funny bits in Until I Find You” (Beach par. 13). Linnea Lannon from the Detroit Free Press strongly dislikes Irving’s “logorrheic new novel,” (par. 1) for it is “a bloated, tedious bore, a freakish parody of all that was eccentric and entertaining in Irving’s earlier outings” (par. 5). The reviewer concludes “[s]adly, Until I Find You yields only tears of boredom” (par. 14). Michael Kakutani notices that the novel lacks Irving’s “usual energy and humor” (par. 5). Crow also reproaches Irving’s a lack of humour; to her the author “has lost his magic” (J4). 
Benjamin Lytal of The New York Sun adds another point of critique to the list. The reviewer complains that the novel, “though overwhelming in its completeness, lacks the game weirdness of Mr. Irving’s earlier and greater achievements” (12). Gregory Miller, like Gray (1), signals a lack of conflict, the “absence of any kind of normality to counterbalance Jack’s condition” (1). Unlike Lytal, Miller concludes the book needs more normal characters, after all, “[i]f everything is exceptional, the exceptional ceases to exist” (1). 
One of the sharpest reviews written in response to Irving’s novel is published in The Washington Post on July 10 2005. The reviewer is Marianne Wiggins, ex-wife of novelist and friend of Irving’s, Salman Rushdie. She pans Irving’s latest novel in the first paragraph of her review: “Until I Find You, the new John Irving novel, goes for over 800 pages and leaves one with an even greater appreciation for the Viagra label’s warning of penile erectile states that might last up to four or five hours. Make it stop!” (T4). Furthermore, she ridicules Irving’s “mass of lazy, unrefined writing” (T4), full of hyphens and exclamation marks, and says the “story reads as if Irving woke from a recurring nightmare and started dictating compulsively” (T4). Wiggins thinks, in conclusion, “someone, somewhere in the production line at Garp Enterprises, Ltd., should have advised John Irving not to rush to print until he’d crafted pain into art, as he’s done so masterfully before” (T4).
Irving complained to the newspaper, since The Washington Post has a policy “which requires critics to sign agreements that ‘any contact, friendly or otherwise, with the author of this book’ should be disclosed to the paper” (Italie par. 4). Being Rushdie’s ex-wife, Wiggins has socialized with her husband’s long-time friend Irving before (Italie par. 5). The newspaper acknowledged Irving’s complaints, and apologized. 
The few intellectual or literary magazines who review the novel, share the criticism of the popular press reviewers. Reviewing Until I Find You for the New Statesman, Natasha Tripney observes the novel “lacks the controlled sentimentality of Irving’s previous work” (40), referring to the emotional power Garp and the exciting end of Owen Meany in particular. “Until I Find You falls a long way short of his best work” (40), because “[u]nlike Daughter Alice’s [Jacks mother and famous tattoo-artist] tattoos, it fails to get under your skin” (40). In Harper’s, John Leonard admits he likes nothing better than “to disappear into the trackless wastes, the Arctic elsewheres, of a DeLillo, a Pynchon, or even a restive David Foster Wallace” (“New Books” 81), but he considers Irving’s new novel 400 pages too long. He argues that readers must 
slog through page after page of streets, churches, shops, schools, restaurants, and hospitals, as well as endless renditions of the same old sex acts. Not everything requires description, let alone more than twice. But Irving, who still knows more about narrative structure than any other working American novelist, just can’t switch off his notation machine, a clock gone cuckoo. (“New Books” 81-82)
At the end of his review, Leonard bitterly remarks that Irving deserves Hollywood, because Irving wrote the bad screenplay for the movie version of Cider House (“New Books” 82).
An anonymous reviewer in trade magazine Publisher’s Weekly is more positive about the novel than the other academics. Although “the incessant, graphic sexual abuse becomes gratuitous,” (“Until I Find You” 36) the reviewer thinks “Irving handles the novel’s less seedy elements superbly: the earthy camaraderie of the tattoo parlors, the Hollywood glitz, Jack’s developing emotional authenticity, his discovery of a half-sister and a moving reunion with his father” (“Until I Find You” 36). This positive comment, however, is an exception among the few academic responses to the novel.
Besides the massive amount of negative response to Irving’s novel, a few reviewers from the popular media enjoy the book. John Mark Eberhart admits Until I Find You is “a book for the very ... patient ... reader” (par. 4), despite it being “eloquent and elegiac” (par. 20), and a “most melancholy book” (par. 20). It is a “self-indulgent, overlong, gratuitously explicit” novel, yet the sum, to Eberhart’s conclusion, is greater “than even the weaker parts” (par. 28), and it is a valuable novel after all (par. 29). Steve Weinberg completely agrees with Eberhart. Until I Find You is a “long and winding read” (par. 1), yet in the end it “is a novel worth reading all the way through” (par. 7).






In this chapter, I have analysed the books from the third phase in Irving’s career, in which his books were received very poorly. Only A Widow for One Year was reviewed very well, almost all journalists and critics trashed the other three novels. In contrast to the previous phase, reviewers mainly focussed on Irving’s writing in their reviews. 
Irving’s eight novel, A Son of the Circus, is disliked by critics because it is tedious and lacks suspense. Moreover, the plot is too complicated, which makes the novel confusing and incoherent. Some reviewers also felt the narrator in this novel is too dominant and manipulative. A few reviewers liked the book, and their shared compliment was ‘entertaining’. 
Irving seems to make a comeback with A Widow for One Year, an overwhelming load of very positive reviews was the critical response Irving received. The novel reminded the reviewers of Garp, both in its writing quality, its humour and the rich narrative. Irving’s best novel since Garp, an often-heard comment in the reviews, was criticised by some. The main points of critique were the unconvincing main character, but at the same time, others praised Irving for his strong female protagonist. A few reviewers, writer Tom Wolfe in particular, thought the novel lacks plot and its characters are hyperactive. Nevertheless, the vast majority of the reviews praised Irving’s strong comeback novel. 
The success, with the critics at least, only lasted one novel, because Irving’s next was run in the ground again. The Fourth Hand, unusually short, is an in between novel, written while Irving prepared and researched his next pill. Although some reviewers liked the new shortness of Irving’s work, most still felt the novel was an overcrowded mess. The reviewers, again very much in agreement with each other, judged the novel to be confusing, lacking direction, flat, too light, and lacking soul and engagement. Despite the bad reviews, Davis and Womack, and some others, thought the novel did have a soul. To Irving’s defence they claimed the reviewers read The Fourth Hand with false, Irvingnesque expectations. 
Finally, in 2005, Irving published his latest novel Until I Find You. Still selling to a large audience, Irving is widely reviewed in many newspapers and, mostly popular, magazines. He is also very widely condemned. Previous novels greeted with bad response, always had some loyal Irving fans among the critics. This latest novel, however, hardly received any support. More massive than ever before, critics and reviewers disliked Irving’s latest and longest novel. The acquisitions of the novel being too light cannot be applied here, since the novel is about child abuse. Besides the perverse theme, the long list of points of critique furthermore included: too long, slow start, bad middle section, thin plot, emotionally superficial, banal, unconvincing main character, routine plot, written on automatic pilot, too many uninteresting side characters, and underdeveloped main characters. 

John Irving and his interviewers have noticed this wave of bad criticism as well. In interviews, Irving frequently comments on the bad reviews, like Garp he is sensitive to the critiques his works receives. Therefore, this paper will look at Irving’s response to his critical reception, in chapter 6, before the conclusion.


6. Irving’s Response: Wrestling Back

Mainly because of the harsh response to his latest books in America, Irving feels he is “not treated as well here as I am in other countries” (Salon Interview par. 13). Not that Irving is troubled, because he does not “need the reviews to sell books. I have my audience, so I could care less” (Salon Interview par. 13). Yet, in many interviews, Irving talks about his frustration with literary critics. As I mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, Irving is like Garp, an author who is very sensitive to the opinion of others. A journalist remarked to Irving in an interview: “You can’t be a writer without reviews, without critics, without controversy. How do you handle that?” Irving’s fierce response:
I have pretty thick skin, and I think if you're going to be in this business, if you're going to be an actor or a writer, you better have a thick skin. You don't want to dwell on your enemies, you know. I basically feel so superior to my critics for the simple reason that they haven't done what I do. Most book reviewers haven’t written 11 novels. Many of them haven’t written one. (“National Book Award” par. 36)
This reaction is typical for Irving who always reacts very agitated when critics, and especially bad reviews, come up. He simply does not take literary critics seriously, because they cannot write fiction themselves. According to Irving, the best reviews are all by fellow novelists. Among the qualified reviewers are Margaret Drabble, Robertson Davies, Stephen King, William Boyd, and Carol Shields, just as Irving is qualified when he occasionally writes a review (Irving, “National Book Award”, par. 36).
In another recent, 2007, interview with Irving admits it is increasingly less satisfying for him to write book reviews, because he has very little respect for most reviews he reads; he has “less and less fondness for the posture of the reviewer” (Salon Interview par. 13). The reviewers, according to Irving, write about books that they have not even read (par. 13). As a novelist, when he writes a book review, he has to have read everything by that author, and things that are similar to the novel he reviews (Salon Interview par. 16). Reviewers “need to do [their] fucking homework and get it right” (Salon Interview par. 16). In the interview he says he is deliberately hard on reviewers, because they are “dealing with a book somebody spent two, four, five or six years on, you shouldn’t turn this thing around in five or six days” (Salon Interview par. 17). He continues, “[t]his has been somebody’s life for four or five years and you don’t have to like it, but you do have to respect it. 
Irving believes, a person never wants to be a critic, and you only become one when “you get to graduate school … [and] come to some sort of peace with themselves what they can’t do [writing novels], so that’s [being a critic] what they end up doing” (Salon Interview par. 18). Reviewers, according to Irving, do not distinguish between “invention and commentary, and the difference is enormous. The risks of invention are enormous” (Salon Interview par. 18). 
Northrop Frye discusses “[t]he conception of the critic as a parasite or artist manqué” (4) which is very popular among artists (4) in the introduction to his Anatomy of Criticism. He says the theory that claims “critics are intellectuals who have a taste for art but lack both the power to produce it …, and thus form a class of cultural middlemen, distributing culture to society at a profit to themselves while exploiting the artist and increasing the strain on his public” (3) is prejudiced and it is time to move beyond them (4). 
Although Irving might have a point about the poor quality of some of the reviewers’ work, and their somewhat frustrated and jealous mind set, he also contradicts himself. The author states, only his colleagues are able to judge his or any fiction novel, correctly, because they know what they are talking about. Tom Wolfe, a well-known and high valued American fiction writer however, is one of his most fierce competitors. The two are engaged in a coarse argument, repeating that the other’s fiction work is awful. One gets the impression Irving simply values the reviews and opinions from colleagues who applaud him, Stephen King for example. Moreover, Irving says he does not need the reviews, so he could not care less about them. His fierce response to criticism, for example when he asked a rectification and apologies from The Boston Globe following the Marianne Wiggins review, proves Irving cares a lot. That is understandable because – although Irving says otherwise – he needs the reviews and interviews to gain publicity for his books and to sustain his image of an important author. 







In general, Irving received a very fair critical response to his first three novels. Most reviewers offered him the benefit of the doubt reviewing Setting Free the Bears. They emphasised the novel’s strong parts, rather than the weaker parts. Especially the academic reviewers, both in the 1960’s as in later articles and books, analysed the book thoroughly and used valid, textual, arguments to support their claims. Only in hindsight, of course, academics were able to value the book in the light of the rest of Irving’s writing career. They signal the obvious Irvingnesque qualities, themes, and symbols of Bears: great storytelling, the combination of comedy and tragedy, and recurring symbols including Vienna and bears. 
Irving’s second novel, The Water-Method Man also received the credit it deserves in academic and popular press alike. The academic criticism was on the lightness of the novel, a reproach other reviewers frequently made referring to later books in Irving’s career. However, the overwhelming majority of the reviewers – again male and female, writer or critic, popular or academic press, contemporary or in hindsight – was very enthusiastic. Moreover, the uniformity of their compliments was astonishing. All praised his comic, light style and the complex plot of the novel, with which I completely agree. In addition, scholars who analysed Irving’s writing career after Garp and other successes, again emphasised the important development Irving showed in his second novel.
A slight change in the tone of reviews came when Irving’s next novel, The 158-Pound Marriage was published. Both the academic and popular press were divided in their judgement. Some simply loved the dark comedy, first person perspective, complex plot, and even more complicated narrative. Others, mainly using the same arguments, judged the novel to be confused. In retrospect, scholars underline the problems Irving had with his experimental novel. They missed the big picture, a strong structure to hold the novel together. Nevertheless the academics signifies the novel’s importance for Irving’s later work, because in The 158-Pound Marriage Irving ‘practiced’ difficult narrative techniques, and he further developed his distinctive combination of humour and tragedy.
Overall, the American popular press and the American academic and literary world treated and reviewed Irving fairly at the beginning of his career. His books were respected, and although some weak points in his texts were correctly revealed by the reviewers, the reception of his work was positive and promising. Irving’s big break through came with The World According to Garp. Besides the good marketing strategy, the creation of an entire Garp-concept, there are two other reasons for the book’s immense success. 
First, it is a great novel. It is a well-written, original, touching, and groundbreaking story with a complex and intriguing plot, and very interesting and moving characters. Secondly, the book reviewers of the late seventies really liked the novel, and enforced the hype with their raving reviews. Both the popular and academic press praised Irving’s fourth work of fiction. The reviewers wholeheartedly agreed on the novel’s strong points: the combination of humour and horror, the surprising plot, great storytelling, inspiring characters, and the controversial themes. Almost all the academic and literary critics, in hindsight, highly praised The World According to Garp as an astonishing, literary novel.
Some reviewers are put off by the aggressive, but successful, marketing campaign. The harshest criticism, however, appeared in the literary magazines Southern Review and Atlantic Monthly. Their reviewers questioned Irving’s limited writing skills, and disliked his low and vulgar humour, and the unbelievable plot. Personally, I think their reviews are unconvincing. Whether you enjoy reading a book or not is highly personal, but Irving’s writing style, his plot building and his humour, cannot be dismissed so easily. A critic may condemn Irving’s marketing methods, his female characters, or the use of violence in this novel, but these reviews used unacceptable arguments to bring down the novel and the author. Scholars who published their view on Garp in retrospect almost unanimously praise The World According to Garp as Irving’s masterpiece and a great work of fiction. The narrative techniques, Irving’s style, its humour, the strong and complex characters, the tension, and its groundbreaking themes; everything comes together in his fourth novel.
The Hotel New Hampshire failed to achieve the same hype that Garp had managed to generate, and many critics were disappointed. Especially in the academic press, Irving was increasingly depicted as a superficial, commercial author, who has a big publishing contract, a massive reading audience but limited skills. Besides using valid, textual and stylistic arguments, many academic reviewers attacked Irving in other areas as well. The academic critics doubted his motifs, ‘he just wants to be liked’, his intellect, and his Creative Writing class background. In the popular press, Hotel New Hampshire was received much more favourably. In retrospect, the academic critics were much more forgiving, and they used valid arguments to defend their position. 
The reception to The Cider House Rules resembled the reception of Irving’s previous novel, although, possibly, the reactions to it were a bit more intense. Again, both the academic and the popular press disliked the book. Mostly reviewers judged the characters to be weak, and the story to sentimental. Literary magazines once more accused Irving of lacking aesthetic and intellectual depth. Some reviewers and these were mostly working for popular media, enjoyed the novel and even wrote raving reviews. Most of the critics, even the majority of those who disliked the novel for its style, praised Irving for tackling the delicate issue of abortion. In retrospect, Irving scholars praised his sixth work of fiction, especially the complex ethical theme, compelling narrative, and its Dickensian qualities. 
The response to A Prayer for Owen Meany proved to be very fragmented. Many reviewers from the popular press, colleague writers, and academic critics really loved the novel. Remarkably, almost all female critics and Canadian reviewers enjoyed the novel. On the other hand, many reviewers, again from both the intellectual and journalistic milieu, did not like the novel. Their main criticisms were the long windedness of the story and its superficiality. In Great Britain, reviewers disliked the novel, especially Irving’s references to the great masters of the novel. Yet Irving scholars who looked back at his work, analysing it in perspective of his whole career, loved A Prayer for Owen Meany, and believed it was everything but irrelevant and tedious. They praised the strong plot and narrative and the compelling characterisation of the book.
The second phase in Irving’s career is marked by his greatest success: The World According to Garp. The following three novels are all commercial successes as well, yet with the success also came the criticism. Especially the academic press has been too hard on Irving in this period. They have measured him by post-modernistic norms, thus calling his novels superficial, lacking the stylistic and intellectual depth they are looking for. Yet Irving is not a typical post modernistic writer, he detests making things difficult, and loves to write good, literary, and entertaining stories, with Dickens as his prime example. 
The downfall in Irving’s career clearly started with his eighth novel A Son of the Circus. The overwhelming majority of the reviews were very negative, but some reviewers, fiercely defended the novel’s qualities. Most critics attacked Irving’s overly complicated plot, the weak characters, and uninteresting events and sub-plots. Others saw in the chaos a beautiful coherent story about the complexities of human life. The reviews of A Son of the Circus showed a striking difference between academic and popular press; the few who reviewed the novel positively, with the notable exception of Campbell, all write for popular and non-literary magazines. 
With A Widow for One Year, Irving made a remarkable comeback. Not only his loyal readers appreciate this novel, the critics also loved it. In popular and academic press alike, the novel was praised for its great, Dickensian narration, strong characters, and brilliant style. Many reviewers agree this novel can compete with Garp, and some even believe its style is better, and more mature. The only real critique came from Turlish and Wolfe, who said the novel lacks plot and depth. However, again, Irving was unjustly qualified as a superficial, sentimental writer of just entertaining stories, by critics who can only appreciate high post modernistic writers such as Pynchon and DeLillo.
Irving’s tenth novel The Fourth Hand is a disappointing novel. It sold pretty well and some newspaper reviewers enjoyed the novel, but most critics were disappointed. According to them, the plot is too thin, the characters are unsympathetic, the novel is crowded, and lacks soul. Surprisingly, the few academic critics that reviewed the novel were more enthusiastic than the newspaper reviewers were. They recognised the lightness of the novel, but also felt the novel was entertaining, fast, and crisp.
Irving’s last novel, however, seems to put an end to all the controversy. Reviewers collectively disliked Until I Find You. Almost all critics trashed Irving’s latest and longest novel, which was published in 2005. Tedious, vulgar, unconvincing characters, written on automatic pilot and many more flaws are pointed out in their reviews. The vast majority of the articles used very valid, textual and stylistic, arguments to support their negative verdicts. Only a few, including Marianne Wiggins, attacked Irving on a personal level or were unnecessarily harsh in their articles. However, both academic and popular reviewers were very clear, and I have to agree with them; Until I Find You is Irving’s most boring narrative, and undoubtedly his worst novel to date.
Rather bad novels and harsh criticism dominate the latest phase in Irving’s career. The majority of the critical and academic press received three of his last four novels badly, only A Widow for One Year was a success in that respect. Book sales never dropped, but contrary to the readers, the critics clearly disliked Irving’s work. Some academic critics keep using false arguments to pin Irving down, and they attack his intellect and the genre of the Dickensian novel in general with their arguments. Most critics however, in both the academic and popular press focus on the text they are reviewing and find ample evidence there to sustain their points of view. 
Although Irving claims the critics do not bother them, he attacks them pretty fiercely in interviews and essays. Besides some colleague authors, reviewers are frustrated and incapable people, according to Irving. They do their research badly, and have no clue what they are talking about. Irving’s judgement is generalising and blunt. Overall, reviewers have been very kind to him, and the popular media have played an important role in Irving’s success. Without the reviews in many popular magazine’s and national newspapers it is difficult to obtain the status of a best selling author. However, some academic reviewers have been unjustifiable harsh in their critique on Irving’s work. This is a result of Irving’s complex position in the literary field, because he wants to combine literature with entertainment. 

My main question starting this thesis was how the books of bestselling author John Irving were received in both the academic and popular press throughout his career. I have focussed on the American reception, with some exceptions for Great Britain or Canada, of all his eleven novels. Looking at many reviews from 1968 through 2005 Irving’s work has been reviewed widely and correctly by the vast majority of reviewers. 
However, some popular reviewers and Irving scholar Josie P. Campbell have shown a lack of objectivity, especially in the third phase of Irving’s career. They have always defended and praised Irving’s fiction, even when the quality of his books dropped. They lost their critical view in their admiration of the writer and his work. 
Some academics, on the other hand, who reviewed Irving’s books in the years of their publication, cannot appreciate his style. Especially in the second phase of Irving’s career, they have been unjustifiably harsh in their reviews. Being members of the academic milieu, they used post-modernistic norms to judge Irving’s novels. By these standards they trashed his novels for their superficiality, and question Irving’s intellectual capacities. Some even doubted his writing skills. Irving himself, however, always has the goal to write readable, literary books for a large audience, and was an exception to the difficult post-modernistic literary rule of the 1970’s, 1980’s and 1990’s. Irving’s place in the academic milieu remains complex, because he feels that art ought to be entertaining (Irving “Kurt Vonnegut” 43).
Luckily, many, also academic, reviewers recognised the talented writer and the brilliance of his work. Together with millions of readers, they appreciated the complex plots, compelling characters, and fine writing style. In addition, almost all Irving scholars who have reviewed Irving in retrospect are positive on his work as well. In their book length analyses they have more consideration for the literary genre in which Irving write, and they appreciate his more traditional, Dickensian style. 
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